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1. Introduction
The present Progress Report (PR) contains the state of development of the INTERMODEL
EU project, the respect of the work plan and how far project’s objectives and milestones
have been achieved.
The period covered by this first PR is from September 1st, 2016 to February 28th, 2017 (6
months).

2. Work carried out and overview of the progress
During the first six months of the INTERMODEL EU project the Consortium has followed
the plan included in the Annex I of the Grant Agreement, and also recommendations
received from the European Commission.
The tasks already initiated according to the Gantt chart of the Action during the covered
period are listed below:
‐

Task 1.1 General consortium management

‐

Task 1.2 Project meetings

‐

Task 1.3 Project reporting

‐

Task 1.4 Coordination of the project with the EC

‐

Task 2.1 Information and requirements for terminal use cases

‐

Task 2.2 Integrated planning environment architecture and interface
specifications

‐

Task 3.1 Definition of KPI and KRI

‐

Task 3.2 Setting of pilot cases

‐

Task 4.1 7thD BIM execution plan

‐

Task 5.1 Data collection

‐

Task 5.2 Ontology and conceptual modelling

‐

Task 8.1 Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental
analysis

‐

WP10 Ethics requirements

The table below shows a summary of the deliverables and milestones already submitted
during the covered period:
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Deliverable / Milestone

Month

D1.1 Website and Intranet

M3

D3.1 Study of the state of the art and description KPI M3
and KRI
D1.2 Internal progress report

M6

D1.9 Risk and contingency plan M6

M6

D1.14 Data management plan

M6

D3.2 Pilot innovations and improvements

M6

D5.1 Data model

M6

D9.1 Communication plan

M6

D10.1 H Requirements No.1

M6

D10.2 POPD Requirement No.2

M6

3. Project progress
3.1 Project objectives for the period
From a project viewpoint and according to the project plan, the main objectives of this
period are the ones stated in:


WP1. Management:
o Manage efficiently the project and the consortium
o Review and assess the work being carried out
o Ensure that all aspects of the EC requirements for communication and
reporting are met
o Creating an appropriate management framework linking together all the
project components



WP2. Integrated planning environment and decision support (research activity):
o Analyze upcoming information requirements for terminal use cases
o Describe architecture and specify interfaces for integrated planning
environment



WP3. Data & Indicators definitions (research activity):
o Defining common and specific KPIs
o Detecting common and specific PIs
o Setting improvements and innovations to be tested in pilot cases



WP4. BIM Intermodal Terminal (research and innovation activity):
o Define a BIM Execution Plan that will be included into WP2 Planning
Environment
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WP5. Terminal Operational Simulation:
o Develop a data model describing all relevant data used in the simulation
component library



WP8. Functional, economic and environmental analysis:
o Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental
analysis



WP9. Exploitation, dissemination and communication:
o Protect the intellectual property generated during the project
o Promote and exploit the results of the project
o Disseminate activities beyond the consortium to a wider audience
o Promote the action and visibility of EU funding



WP10. Ethics requirements:
o Ensure compliance with the ‘ethics requirements’ that the project must
comply with

3.2 Work progress and achievements during the period

Work package 1: Management
WP#

1

Start date:

M1

End date:

M36

Objectives for the period M1-M6
The aim of this WP is twofold:
 To establish a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the assessment of
intermodal freight terminals through an ICT environment. Therefore, to define
the relevant outputs of the different modulus of the decision support platform
in terms of KPI and PI.
 To define the improvements and innovations that will be tested in pilot cases
that will be studied using the provided assessment tool.
Description of work carried out and achievements
Task 1.1 General consortium management
This task includes the following specific tasks:
‐ Communication with the European Commission
‐ Finalizing the consortium agreement
‐ Organization of internal and external meetings
‐ Reporting
‐ Encouraging collaboration between partners to achieve the defined
deliverables and milestones
‐ Management related to data used, re‐used and compiled during the project
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‐
‐
‐
‐

Writing and distributing the minutes
Organizing and submitting the project deliverables
Organizing and submitting cost statements
Resolving administrative, contractual and consortium coordination issues

At the beginning of the project, several templates were shared among all partners for
progress reporting. All of them were explained in an online meeting, and they will be
presented for the second time in the first global meeting to be held in Kiruna, to make
sure that everybody understands how they must be filled in.
During the first project six‐month period, some particular issues have been solved
among partners, and communicated to the European Commission. These are as
follows:
1. Inconsistencies in the DoA
While revising the DoA at the beginning of the Action, some inconsistencies
were found. This is why IDP prepared a document with a list of all these
inconsistencies, and it was distributed among all partners for validation.
An online general meeting was held the 12/12/2016 with all partners to discuss
about it. As there were no additional comments from any partner, IDP sent the
document with inconsistencies and the DoA attached with changes highlighted.
Later on, the 21/02/2017, Macomi suggested changing the duration of some of
the tasks in WP5 to be consistent with the works sequence.
Despite all the changes proposed, the objectives and milestones of the whole
project are not affected.
The tables below show the modifications already reported to the EC.
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Inconsistencies regarding deliverables
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Inconsistencies regarding milestones



Other inconsistencies

Annex I includes the document presented to the PO and the DoA with changes
highlighted. In addition, the updated Gantt chart is also included.
2. Risk activation plan
One of the project partners, DHL, reported at the beginning of November 2016
the possible activation of Risk 6 ‘Under resourced Partner/task/WP’ due to
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critical changes in the business environment occurred after the approval of the
proposal which will require DHL Freight to adjust its organization.
After analyzing the situation communicated by DHL which included several
communications with the project coordinator and with German NCPs, a report
elaborated by DHL was sent to the consortium and discussed during the first
online meeting, held the 12th December 2016 to deal with the situation.
Against this background, DHL proposed three different solutions, and
consortium partners agreed the handover of research tasks to a consortium
partner. Based on that, DHL together with CENIT redistributed their efforts
associated with some of the tasks they are involved in. The final table with the
redistribution of effort is shown below:

The risk activation plan in Annex I was sent to the PO together with the Risk and
Contingency Plan. New roles and redistribution of effort were both accepted by
the EC.
In January 25th, 2017, an online follow‐up meeting was held in order to review the work
done and on‐going activities and agenda. Each on‐going task was reported and
presented by its leader. At the end of the meeting, IDP explained how to fill the
progress report and it was discussed where the first global meeting would be held.
Several online meetings have been held to discuss about exploitation and
dissemination activities, and a discussion was started on possible conference papers
that could be written.
Task 1.2 Project meetings
The objective of this task is to ensure good collaboration and exchange of ideas and
results in the project. For that purpose, the first meeting, the kick‐off, was held in
Barcelona at the beginning of the project.
After this 6‐month period, the first global meeting will take place in Kiruna at the
beginning of April, as agreed by the entire consortium.
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Currently, Kiruna Wagon and IDP are elaborating the agenda which will be closed in the
next days. The objectives will be mainly discuss the process, explain well how to report
financial issues, check if financial and technical targets are being met, and undertake
remedial actions, if required. There will be the opportunity also to do some workshops
in order to discuss technical issues under different work packages.
Task 1.3 Project reporting
The present document is the integrated report done every six months to keep inform
the EC and partners about the project progress.
Task 1.4 Coordination of the project with the EC
IDP as INTERMODEL EU coordinator, has coordinated and followed‐up with respect to
all measures taken for the purpose that all the commitments agreed upon with the
Commission are met, ensuring also the good progress, financial and technical, of all the
tasks and requirements of the Commission.

Deviation from work plan & remedial action
No deviation is foreseen.
Inconsistencies found in the DoA regarding this WP are as follows:
‐
‐
‐
‐

D1.13 Risk and contingency plan: due date M30 instead of M36
MS1: To be achieved in M18 instead of M24
MS2: To be achieved in M24 instead of M36
MS3: To be achieved in M36 instead of M26

Work package 2: Integrated planning environment and decision
support
WP#

2

Start date:

M1

End date:

M32

Objectives for the period M1-M6
The aim of work package is to develop a holistic integrated planning environment that
enables technical management of modelled terminal projects and supports making
decisions on assets throughout the life cycle. The environment will extend utilization
of various building and infrastructure models (BIM and infraBIM) from planning, design
and construction towards the operational economic and environmental performance
analyses in freight terminals. The outcome aims at increased interaction between
participants and enhanced processes for making decisions. Work is necessary for the
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whole project, and is closely connected with indicators to be developed (WP3), pilot
modelling (WP4) and operational simulation (WP5).
The objectives of this WP have been:
 Task 2.1: Analyze upcoming information and requirements for terminal use
cases
 Task 2.2: Describe architecture and specify interfaces for integrated planning
environment
Description of work carried out and achievements
T2.1 “Information and requirements for terminal use cases” M1‐M6 (Deadline M9 for
D2.1)
Overview of the activities within Task 2.1
 Preliminary version prepared for D2.1 “Integrated planning environment
architecture and interface specifications”. Considers information needs for
terminals and their derived requirements, formulated to model‐based
approach to enhance performance, economy and reduce risk over life cycle.
 Terminals have been analyzed, based on their functional areas. Target is to have
a general breakdown structure for terminals, applicable for model‐based
planning.
 Starting point for work has been key performance indicators developed in WP3
(D3.1). Their importance and characteristics have been considered through on‐
line meetings. We have also identified how indicators can be visualized in model
based planning, through e.g. highlighting objects or areas from terminal
visualization.
 Terminal operational simulation has been considered regarding information
needs, and considered in relation to planning through on‐line meetings.
T2.2 “Integrated planning environment architecture and interface specifications”
(Deadline M12 for D2.2)
Overview of the activities within Task 2.2
 Draft from D2.2 “Integrated planning environment architecture and interface
specifications” has been prepared, introduces document structure. Approach
enables solution optimization with integrated planning where individual
segment and discipline models (buildings, logistics etc.) are combined and used
to enhance decision making.
 We have considered a software architecture that allows models form different
planning software to be utilized, and visualized into same integrative planning
environment.
 The planning architecture has several data interfaces to bring together various
technologies. We have discussed in on‐line meetings on integrating platform to
operative simulations and indicator data.
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 Review of open standards in order to their applicability to be used in terminal
projects to improve interoperability across countries. Several formats have
been identified, such as geographic elements (LandInfraGML, CityGML),
buildings (IFC), and infrastructure data (LandXML, RailML).
Deviation from work plan & remedial action
No deviation is foreseen.
Inconsistencies found in the DoA regarding this WP are as follows:
‐
‐
‐

D2.1 Requirements for terminal projects: due date M9 instead of M6
D2.6: Gaming technology in interactive operational visualization: due date M32
instead of M30
Task 2.1 duration from M1 to M9 (instead from M0 to M9)

Work package 3: Data and Indicators definitions
WP#

3

Start date:

M1

End date:

M12

Objectives for the period M1-M6
The aim of this WP is twofold:
 To establish a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the assessment of
intermodal freight terminals through an ICT environment. Therefore, to define
the relevant outputs of the different modulus of the decision support platform
in terms of KPI and PI.;
 To define the improvements and innovations that will be tested in pilot cases
that will be studied using the provided assessment tool.
Description of work carried out and achievements
Task 3.1 Definition of KPI and KRI
Within T3.1 and deliverable D3.1, the following work has been done:
The work carried out in order to develop the deliverable D3.1 provides a complete set
of KPI and PI. These KPI and PI have been selected after a wide revision of the state of
the art and a discussion among partners in a workshop held in Melzo and La Spezia.
On the one hand, a state of the art review was carried out, and a large list of KPIs was
developed according to the information gathered. On the other hand, all partners
involved in this task, made a list of the most important performance indicators in
compliance with their interests and objectives in their daily activities (operators, public
bodies, haulers, etc.). Thus creating a new list of KPIs to be discussed during the
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workshop held in Melzo and La Spezia, together with the list obtained from the state
of the art review.
In addition, after some discussions among FGC, CENIT and IDP, a methodology for
choosing KPIs was defined. In such context, taking inputs from previous approaches,
the method of KPI and PI selection proposed for the INTERMODEL EU project is
introduced as follows:






Identification of the strategy and mission of the organization;
Identification of stakeholders involved;
Identification of the different perspectives that should be considered in the
performance system;
Identification of particular strategic goals;
Selection of effectiveness criteria and feasible KPIs and PIs set.

The working meeting was held at Contship Italia and Autorità Portuale della Spezia
during the 20th and 21st of October 2016, had the following objectives:





Obtain information of the intermodal terminals and its daily operations.
Contship Italia and La Spezia added their feedback according to the specific
features of their inland and seaport terminals;
Explain the proposed methodology for KPI definition and review about the state
of the art of KPI;
Show a list of indicators used by other research projects and scientific
community.
Start the discussion about appropriate KPI that should be used for the
assessment of the terminals and that should be obtained from the models
developed.

The meetings held throughout this task are:



18/10/2016 → Internal mee ng FGC + CENIT + IDP (FGC headquearters), to
share findings from the three partners and define the methodology to select
the most appropriate performance indicators.
25/10/2016 → Internal meeting CENIT + IDP (CENIT headquarters), to discuss
about main conclusions from the working meeting in Italy, and create the
matrix to be distributed among partners and get an approval in order to set the
KPI list for the deliverable D3.1.

The list of KPI is useful to:
 Analyze the state of the art in application of KPI and KRI in intermodal freight
terminals
 Split the terminal operation into different processes and transport modes
 Choose an adequate aggregation level of the relevant variables for each
dimension (productivity, service quality, financial costs, sustainability, etc.)
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Others:
Additional review of the set of KPIs included in D3.1 has been carried out once the
deliverable was submitted, in alignment with the Task 2.1 objectives.
The meetings held in order to discuss if the project should keep all the list as presented
in the D3.1 or if a short list of strategic KPIs should be added into the information
requirements deliverable D2.1 are described below:



02/02/2017 → On‐line meeting between VTT (WP2 leader) and CENIT+IDP
(involved in Task 3.1, WP3), to discuss about the need of including/not including
the long list of KPIs.
07/02/2017 → Internal mee ng FGC + CENIT + IDP (FGC headquarters) to jus fy
the need of maintaining the long list as included in the deliverable D3.1 and also
confirm if they can be obtained from terminal simulations, traffic simulation
models and BIM models.

Task 3.2 Setting of pilot cases
Subtask 3.2.1 Pilot innovations and improvements
Within T3.2 and deliverable D3.2, the following work has been done:
The work carried out in order to develop the deliverable D3.2 is focused on firstly,
analyzing the tendencies in logistics, and secondly, on selecting a number of
technological and operative innovations to be implemented into the four pilot
terminals (La Spezia container seaport terminal; Milan‐Melzo container dry port;
Virtual bulk‐container seaport terminal; and Virtual bulk‐container inland terminal).
After analyzing main tendencies, FGC and IDP created a questionnaire that was
distributed among Consortium partners and stakeholders (operators, constructors,
operators, etc.) in order to know innovations foreseen in the design and management
of intermodal terminals. The answers and information received have been gathered
and analyzed, coming up with the main improvements to be considered within the
project.
Most relevant innovative solutions that should be taken into consideration when
modeling the terminal cases are the following:





Internet of things
Intelligent traffic guidance systems and Intelligent freight cars which will
constrain the layout design
Alternative container design
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
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In addition, improvements developed within OPTIRAIL and WiderMOS projects will be
considered when modelling the real terminals, and also projects that both Contship
Italia and Autorità Portuaria della Spezia are going to implement in the short/mid‐term.
La Spezia Port Authority provided information about the improvements planned for
the port terminal. They will be taken into consideration when modelling and simulating
the real seaport terminals throughout the project.
The two main improvements and innovations related to the future development of the
project are:



New railway terminal design, together with a shunting software tool that will
support the shunting operation within the port;
Extension and improvement of the Corridor Management Platform, in relation
with the tool developed within the WiderMoS project.

Contship Italia provided some information about the projects they are about to
implement in order to enhance the overall terminal performance:




Conversion of F3 warehouse into temperature controlled warehouse;
Implementation of a third gantry crane;
Four new shunting rail trucks.

All this information will be used as input data together with the test scenarios defined
in the following subtask. This will allow to correctly defining the four pilot cases using
the BIM methodology.
The meetings held throughout this task were:




16/12/2016 → Internal mee ng FGC + IDP (FGC headquearters), to start
working on this task and defining the questionnaire.
20/12/2016 → Mee ng with a partner involved in the WiderMOS project who
explained main project findings to FGC and IDP (FGC headquarters).
03/02/2017 → Internal meeting FGC + IDP (FGC headquarters) to analyze the
information gathered from the questionnaires received from partners and
stakeholders, and deciding what to include in the definition of the models.

Deviation from work plan & remedial action
No deviation is foreseen.
Inconsistencies found in the DoA regarding this WP are as follows:
‐
‐
‐

FGC should appear as WP3 leader instead of VIAS
The acronym KRI is defined as Key Risk Indicator, and should be Key Result
Indicator
D3.2 Pilot innovations and improvements is a report and not a demonstrator
activity
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Work package 4: BIM Intermodal Terminal
WP#

4

Start date:

M4

End date:

M19

Objectives for the period M4-M6
The main objective of this WP during the first two months is defining a BIM Execution
Plan (BEP) that must be included into WP1 Planning environment.
Description of work carried out and achievements
Task 4.1 7thD BIM Execution Plan (BEP)
Within T4.1 and deliverable D4.1, the following work has been done:
During the first two months, the work done has been mainly focused on:







Elaborating a checklist with main sections that must be covered by the BIM
Execution Plan and initial contents;
BEP document structure has been presented to the involved partners according
to initial checklist and will be used for content development.
BEP checklist will record BIM and Data requirements identified by each partner.
Some partners have already integrated their suggestions.
Previous list with data requirements in order to develop the BIM models of the
real and virtual terminals. This list has been organized according to the
following information typology: design parameters (layout, differentiating
among seaport terminal/inland terminal/railway connection/road connection),
equipment, operational parameters, boundary conditions, operations
classification (per areas, per activities, etc.), and measures with regard to
production/productivity/utilization/service/performance.
Online discussions on how project KPI’s and simulation requirements affect
BEP.

Participants in this task have agreed to meet in Barcelona for a 2‐day workshop in order
to finalize the BEP by the end of March (23rd and 24th).
Deviation from work plan & remedial action
No deviation is foreseen.
Inconsistencies found in the DoA regarding this WP are as follows:
‐
‐
‐
‐

D4.1 BIM Execution Plan: due date M7 instead of M4
Task 4.2 duration from M8 to M18 (instead of ending in M19)
Task 4.3 duration from M8 to M18 (instead of ending in M19)
MS8: To be achieved in M19 instead of M18
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Work package 5: Terminals operational simulations
WP#

5

Start date:

M1

End date:

M17

Objectives for the period M1-M6
The objectives of this work package during the reporting period are:



Developing a data model that describes all relevant data used in the simulation
component library.
Developing a simulation component library (the decision support environment)
for the operational simulation of all sorts of freight terminals.

The completion of the data model and simulation component library will allow
afterwards building a decision support environment that will support the optimization
of the design and the operational performance of freight terminals.
Description of work carried out and achievements
Task 5.1 Data collection
Within T5.4 and deliverable D5.1, the following work has been done:
The deliverable consists of two parts:
 Data model.
 Data requirements document.
A data model and data requirement document have been developed based on:
 Earlier simulation studies that have been conducted by Macomi in 2015‐2016.
These include terminals and rail simulation studies in Europe, USA and Asia.
 Kick‐off meeting Intermodel project (September 2016, Barcelona).
 Internal meetings within Macomi.
 Internal online project meetings between Macomi, VTT, VIASYS and IDP.
The data model is the (together with the conceptual modelling) the basis of the library
of simulation components.
Deliverable 5.1 (part 1 and part 2) is finished and has been submitted within the
deadline.
Task 5.2 Ontology and conceptual modelling
A start has been made with the development of ontology and conceptual modelling.
The following input is used to develop the ontology and conceptual modelling:
 Earlier simulation studies conducted by Macomi in 2015‐2016.
The conceptual modelling will contain:
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UML class diagrams
Process flow

To finish the ontology and conceptual modelling, terminal visits to Melzo and La Spezia
will be organized in the period of March‐April 2017.
Tasks 5.3 and 5.4 have not started yet. However, Macomi has done some previous work
to ensure their proper development, which is explained below.
Task 5.3 Development of the simulation component library
A start has been made with the development of the simulation component library.
Several internal and external meetings have been held to study:
 Which existing simulation components can be reused from the Macomi
Prescriptive Simulation Platform (PSP platform, see www.macomi.nl). Many
components that were developed earlier should be reused.
 Which existing simulation components can be modified from the Macomi
Prescriptive Simulation Platform.
 What components have to be developed from scratch.
Some external parties were involved in the meetings:
 A Terminal Operating System supplier (TOS) – December 2016.
 Port of Rotterdam – December 2016.
 Several terminals – December 2016 – January 2017.
 Delft University of Technology – January 2017.
A road map or implementation plan has been defined for the development of the
library of simulation components (for internal use only). This way the progress of the
development can be monitored closely.
The deliverable 5.3 (Operational simulation model of the first real‐life case) is aimed
for month 17. The deliverable 5.4 (Operational simulation model of the second real‐life
case) is aimed for month 17. Both D5.3 and D5.4 are on track.
Task 5.4 Coupling of simulation model with overarching architecture
A start has been made for the coupling of the simulation components to the overall
architecture. Several calls / online meetings have been held between VTT, VIASYS and
Macomi for the design of the overall architecture.
Next steps is a meeting between the parties involved in the overall architecture (VTT,
VIASYS, IDP and Macomi). This meeting will most likely be held beginning of April (part
of the overall meeting in Kiruna Sweden).
Deviation from work plan & remedial action
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Macomi has suggested to change the timing and duration of the tasks 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5
in order to make them consistent with the appropriate activity starting date. There
will be no changes to the timing concerning deliverables and milestones.
original
task

Begin month

new

End month

Begin month

End month

5.1

1

6

1

6

5.2

3

7

3

9

5.3

4

7

7

17

5.4

5

8

7

14

5.5

8

10

10

14

5.6

10

17

10

17

Work Package 8: Functional, economic and environmental analysis
WP#

8

Start date:

M4

End date:

M36

Objectives for the period M4-M6
The objectives of this WP is:
 Assessment of the functional, economic and environmental effects and the
underlying driver models of inter‐ and multimodal terminals.
In addition, the WP tasks and activities will be focused on answering the following
items:
 Which drivers (measured through standard macro and micro economic and
logistics specific Key Performance Indicators) determine the overall impact?
 How can these aspects be integrated in decision processes and anticipated in
planning, building and operating inter and multimodal terminals?
 Integration of WP 3‐6 results and assessment of their influence on functional,
economic and environmental impacts of intermodal terminals.
Description of work carried out and achievements
Task 8.1: Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental
analysis.
The overview of subtasks included in T8.1 is as follows:
Subtask 8.1.1 Functional analysis
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In this section the roles and influence of intermodal terminals on the overall logistics
networks (“logistics grid”) are described. Opportunities and risks are assessed based
on current and expected trade flows (focus on European import and export) and the
development of main transportation modes (land, air, ocean/water). Focus will be on
location, size and functional scope (e.g. rail and road, container and bulk load).
Subtask 8.1.2 Economic analysis
In this section the economic aspects of an intermodal terminal will be assessed. This
includes the microeconomic dimension of the terminal as a profit oriented business
model as well as the macroeconomic dimension of a terminal as infrastructure and
potential enabler for local development. It describes on one hand the prerequisites and
criteria which determine profitable operations and on the other hand the influence on
the hinterland (attractiveness of a city/area as business location).
Subtask 8.1.3 Environmental analysis
In this section the environmental impacts of intermodal terminals will be assessed. This
includes effects during building or enlargement phases of terminals and the effects of
terminal operations (carbon footprint, handling of dangerous goods and related
environmental risks). In this context, terminals are seen as integral parts of larger
logistics networks, the related infrastructure and their environmental impacts.
Within T8.1 and deliverable D8.1, the following work has been done:
CENIT and DHL had an internal meeting with the aim of aligning of what has to be done,
how we work on that together and the DHL’s expectations regarding this issue.
In addition, some useful desk documents were collected: Logistics Trend Radar (2013)
and Logistics 2050: A Scenario Studio (2015) both from DHL.
Previous documents are really useful to identify main (global) drivers and key trends in
the logistics, assessing their potential impact of intermodal facilities. This kind of
facilities have become increasingly popular as a method of increasing efficiency and
decreasing costs across the entire spectrum of supply chain operations. Therefore,
functional, economic and environmental impact analysis will be assessed in a general
framework by analyzing previous transportation and logistics studies and, on the other
hand, by reviewing statistical data and forecasts.
Deviation from work plan & remedial action
According to the activation of Risk 6 “Under resourced Partner/task/WP”, which was
activated due to an unexpected issue affecting the availability of resources that DHL
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could provide for research and reporting tasks, tasks related to WP8 have been
redistributed to CENIT.
This process was finished in January 2017, thus tasks related to WP8 started in February
instead of December 2016, as it was planned. However, it should be mentioned that
this delay will not affect the regular performance of tasks derived in WP8.
Inconsistencies found in the DoA regarding this WP are as follows:
‐ D8.1 Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental
analysis: due date M28 instead of M20

Work package 9: Exploitation, dissemination and communication
WP#

9

Start date:

M1

End date:

M36

Objectives for the period M1-M6
The objectives of this WP is to develop a comprehensive and extensive strategy for
exploitation and dissemination of the results and communication of the project. This
set of activities will:





Protect the intellectual property generated during the project;
Promote and exploit the results of the project:
Disseminate activities beyond the consortium to a wider audience;
Promote the action and visibility of EU funding.

Description of work carried out and achievements
Task 9.1: IPR protection & Task 9.2: Exploitation
These two tasks are focused on the protection of the knowledge resulting from the
project and the preparation of the ground for further exploitation results.
As all partners are involved in these tasks, it is expected to include a session about this
topic during the second general meeting in order to:
 Set the basis of the Exploitation Agreement;
 Discuss on the protection of IPR and the use of patenting.
Task 9.3: Dissemination
 Design, creation and management of the INTERMODEL website:
o Projects domain is: http://www.intermodeleu.eu/
o Designing, creating and placing the INTERMODEL site on the
server/project webside structure, public area, private area
o Create accounts on Twitter https://twitter.com/IntermodelP ,Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/intermodel‐project‐335722133, You
Tube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZjDMG4L58ELZ9KB7JQ8u3Q
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o Update the webside
o Website and intranet administration
 INTERMODEL EU promotional video:
Published 7.11.2016
This video introduces InterModel EU project, developing intermodal
terminals 1.9.2016‐31.8.2019.
More information: http://www.intermodel‐project.eu
Coordinator: IDP, Ingenieria Y Arquitectura Iberia Sl, Spain
Video: Janne Porkka, VTT, Technical Research Centre of Finland
Terminals: La Spezia Port Authority & Melzo Milan, Italy
Virtual models: Viasys VDC, Finland
Music: Open Hands "Blue Chicken" (CC BY)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=‐w8Rsmg4KGc
 Project presentations by ZNIK
Energy Cleantech Cluster Milano, Italy, in Brussels, November 30th, 2016
Agro Transilvania Cluster Romania, in Brussels, November 30th, 2016
Gdansk Port Authorities, in Gdansk, Poland, December 21st, 2016
 List of proposed conference papers discussed during an online meetings:
Deliv.
3.1
5.2
8.3
8.1‐2
2.4

Main Author
CENIT
MACOMI
CENIT
CENIT
VTT

CO‐
Author

DHL
DHL

TOPIC
Indicators in intermodal terminals (comprehensive state of the art)
Ontology for simulation at intermodal terminals
Development on the results from the terminals and recomendations for new and
Review on current studies and data forecast and implications on intermodal terminals
Conference paper: Decision support for owners of terminal projects

Deadline for
submission
31/03/2017
28/04/2017
15/02/2019
30/11/2018
30/08/2018

First conference paper related to work done in WP3 already submitted for the
Call for papers 3rd ICPLT, held in September 2017 in Darmstadt, Germany. Title:
Assessment of intermodal freight terminals with Key Performance Indicators
integrated in the BIM process
Task 9.4: Communication
Overview of the activities within Task 9.4:
 Development of the Communication Plan 1
 Select trade shows and conferences in order to present the INTERMODEL EU
project:
Successful R&I in Europe. 8th European Networking Event Düsseldof,
Germany (2nd – 3rd March, 2017)
Transport Week Sopot Poland (7th – 9th March, 2017)
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The communication plan, including the part concerning to scientific communication,
will be formally presented during the next project Meeting in Kiruna.

No deviation is foreseen.

Work package 10: Ethics requirements
WP#

10

Start date:

M1

End date:

M36

Objectives for the period M1-M6
The objectives of this WP is to set out the ‘ethics requirements’ that the project must
comply with.
Description of work carried out and achievements
Under this work package there is no task assigned. However, IDP has written the two
deliverables with regard to:
 H‐Requirement No. 1: concerning humans in research activities as identified
and established according to EU and national directives.
 POPD‐Requirement No. 2: information on consent procedures that must be
implemented before the start of relevant research.
On the one hand, in accordance to the nature of the research carried out under the
INTERMODEL EU project, human participants are not required.
On the other hand, data collected for the project excludes personal sensitive data and
is basically related to intermodal terminals.
In the case where the consortium could consider to gather the opinion of human
experts, the information will be collected in a completely anonymous way, as
established in the Data Management Plan and those experts will be part of the
consortium members / stakeholders which already have their own procedures for data
protection.
If the opinion of external experts or potential users is needed in the future, the
information will be also collected in an anonymous way and the Data Management
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Plan will be updated with all the necessary to comply with EC directives and national
regulations regarding POPD.
Both deliverables have been distributed among all the partners in order to get the
approval.
In case of changes throughout the project, both documents will be updated if required.
Deviation from work plan & remedial action
No deviation is foreseen.
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3.3 Summary of Deliverables
D#

Name

D1.1

Website and intranet

YES

Delivered

D1.2

YES

D1.9

Internal Progress report prepared and
ready for revision in the INTERMODEL
General Assembly 1
Risk and Contingency Plan M6

D1.14

Data Management Plan 1

YES

D2.1

Information and requirements for terminal
use cases

NO

D2.2

Integrated
planning
environment
architecture and interface specifications

NO

D3.1

Study of the State of the art and description
of KPI and KRI of terminals, hinterland
mobility and rail network

YES

YES

Summary and Comments
The INTERMODEL website has been designed, developed and launched. The site serves as both
dissemination and project management tools and, includes public and private areas.
The public area promotes the project and allows for dissemination of public results and permits the
public to contact the consortium via contact form and visit partners’ websites.
The private area, accessible via a login, includes confidential and project management documents,
helps partners share information and communicate more effectively.
The website will include all the relevant public information regarding the project to make it known and
will be used as a dissemination tool of the results and developments of the project to industry experts,
interested parties and the public. It will include vídeos and reports regarding the simulations of the
pilots.
The content of the website will be periodically updated as the project advances.
Report including a summary of the progress made, critical points, risks and contingency plans.
Report including the monitoring and control activities related to the risks, starting with those described
in the initial Risks Plan. This document will be updated every 6 months.
Outlines how data collected or generated will be handled during and after the INTERMODEL EU action,
describes which standards and methodology for data collection and generation will be followed, and
whether and how data will be Shared.
To collect existing knowledge, based on key performance and risk indicators (WP3), on freight
terminals, model based planning and terminal simulation, and convert results into model-based
information requirements. Work is progressing with preliminary versions, deadline for final deliverable
is M9.
The approach to combine planning individual segments and discipline models (buildings, logistics etc.).
Proposes implementing open formats. Work has started and first preliminary version has been made,
deadline for final deliverable is M12.
This deliverable provides a set of KPIs (high-level indicators) and PIs (secondary level indicators) that
will be included in a scoreboard integrated in the BIM decision-making tool. This comparative
scoreboard that includes the selected KPIs related to financial, operational, quality service, sustainable
and safety issues and from three points of view (investor/management, operator and public body) will
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help to compare alternatives, assess potential measures and solutions and provide support to decisionmakers taking into account both project definition and exploitation phases.

D3.2

Pilot innovations and improvements

YES

D3.3

Input data analysis and scenarios

NO

D4.1

BIM Execution Plan Guideline

NO

D5.1

Data model

YES

D5.2

Ontology and conceptual modelling

NO

D5.3

Operational simulation model of the first
real-life case
Operational simulation model of the
second real-life case
Definition and description of functional,
economic and environmental analysis

NO

Comments: at first sight and before testing the collection of KPIs from terminal simulation tool/traffic
simulation model/BIM, it seems feasible to obtain all the KPIs included in the deliverable. However,
further tests within the project could show difficulties and/or the impossibility of gathering all the
information required to calculate them. In that case, a revision of the KPI list will be carried out, and if
necessary, it will be modified and updated.
Selection of the technological and operative innovations to be implemented in the four pilot terminals
and the rail interconnection between them.
The input data will be set so that the pilot cases can be correctly defined to design them using the BIM
methodology and incorporate all the relevant BIM dimensions.
The BIM Execution Plan is being developed. It will definí the scope of BIM implementation, will describe
the team characteristics needed to achieve the modelin, the process impacts of using BIM, contract
recommendation for BIM implementation, and the appropriate level of modelin of the different elements
and categories of the terminals to better optimize the dedicated resources.
The deliverable consists of 2 parts:
 Data model in the format of a ERD and report. The data model defines the scope of what is
being simulated within the project. Furthermore, it states how the simulation models will work
internally.
 Data requirements document. This document can be send to terminal that will be simulated in
the project. The terminal can fill in the data that is required for building simulation models.
A first draft version has been made and will be distributed for review within the project group.
Due date month 9.
Due date month 17.

NO

Due date month 17.

D5.4
D8.1

D9.1

Communication Plan 1

NO

YES





Internal meeting with DHL
Desk research as regards to the impact of intermodal facilities
Identification of main drivers

According to the activation of Risk 6 “Under resourced Partner/task/WP”, Task 8.1started two months
later than expected. However, the deadline for D8.1 is not under risk and will be delivered on time.
The Communication Plan 1 has been implemented during February 2017.
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A comprehensive Intermodel EU Communication Plan prepared at the beginning of the project, on the
basis of the draft contained in the application.
The Communication Plan describes the various actions that fit the objectives and tools, It is the basis
for internal and external communication, defines the communication strategy of the project, including
objectives, target groups, information systems and internal and external communications.
The plan sets out what the details of the dissemination of project results.

3.4 Milestones table
MS#

Name

Related Deliverables

Achieved

Summary and Comments

MS4

Definition of KPI and KRI

D3.1

YES

MS5

Characterization of pilot cases

D3.2

NO

List of KPIs that will be used to compare alternatives, assess potential measures
and solutions and provide support to decision-makers taking into account both
project definition and exploitation phases through a scoreboard integrated in the
BIM decision-making tool.
First part corresponding with the definition of innovations and imprevements that
will be implemented into the four pilot terminals is already done. However, test
scenarios must be defined by the end of M12 according to the project planning.
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Annex I
This appendix includes:
‐

DoA inconsistencies (document sent to the EC);

‐

Risk activation plan (document sent to the EC);

‐

Updated Gantt chart.
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Scope
After revising the DoA, several inconsistencies have been found, and in order to allow a
smooth implementation of the project and avoid confusion among the partners, a
meeting was held to agree all the modifications to update the DoA.

Background information
Revision of the DoA regarding work packages, deliverables, milestones and due dates.
IDP prepared a document with a list of all inconsistencies found.









11/10/2016 ‐ Mail sent to all the partners to communicate about the
inconsistencies found before contacting the PO.
04/11/2016 – Mail sent to the PO to inform about the inconsistencies found in
the DoA
18/11/2016 – Reply from the PO. He detected some additional inconsistencies,
and explains that most of the changes do not need to be officially reported to
the EC, but should be agreed at consortium level. However, delays in deliverables
and milestones need to be officially reported. He asks for a request for the new
deadlines providing justification for each one and the impact that it will have in
the rest of the project.
07/12/2016 – Mail from the coordinator (IDP) to all partners proposing a meeting
to discuss both inconsistencies and external support for DHL issues (Proposed
date 12/12/2016). The same day, a document containing all the inconsistencies
(found by IDP and PO) was sent.
09/12/2016 – Mail sent to all partners with a document written by DHL
explaining its current situation and possible solutions.
12/12/2016 – Meeting held via bluejeans conference software (online/phone) in
order to check the inconsistencies found and agreement by all consortium
members and proceed with the official communication to the PO.

Discussion during Internal Meeting held the 12/12/2016
There were no additional comments from any partner. All attendants agreed the
inconsistencies’ list sent previously.
The tables below include all the changes that should be taken into consideration to
update the DoA, and avoid the inconsistencies regarding due dates of deliverables and
milestones. Delays in deliverables and milestones are reported further ahead with the
impact in the whole project, if any.
The DoA is attached in Annex I with changes highlighted.
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Other inconsistencies found
21/02/2017 – MAC, WP5 leader, realized when writing the progress report concerning
this work package, that some of the starting dates of tasks and their duration were not
consistent with the sequence of the work to be done.
Despite these changes, milestones, deliverables deadlines and efforts specified in the
DoA remain the same.

Inconsistencies regarding deliverables
D#

Deliverable title

WP#

Lead

Incorrect
Due date

Correct
due date

Justification

D1.13

Risk and
contingency plan.
Updated every six
months. 5

WP1

IDP

36

30

D2.1

Requirements for
terminal projects

WP2

VTT

6

9

D2.6

Gaming technology
in interactive
operational
visualisation

WP2

VTT

30

32

D4.1

BIM execution plan
guideline

WP4

VIAN

4

7

D8.1

Definition and
description of
functional,
economic and
environmental
analysis

WP8

DHL

20

28

Typographic error.
Last Risk and
Contingency Plan
should be M30 not
36
According to the
description of the
WP, Task 2.1
'Information and
requirements for
terminal use cases'
ends in M9, thus the
deliverable should
be ready for M9
According to the
description of the
WP, task 2.5
'Decision support in
integrated planning
environment' ends in
M32, , thus the
deliverable should
be ready for M32
According to the
description of the
WP, task 4.1 '7thD
BIM execution plan'
ends in M7 , thus the
deliverable should
be ready for M7
According to the
description of the
WP, task 8.1
‘Definition and
description of
functional, economic
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and environmental
analysis’ ends in
M28, thus the
deliverable should
be ready for M28

Inconsistencies regarding milestones
MS#

Description of the
inconsistency

Incorrect
Due date

Corrected
due date

Justification

MS1

MS1 checks and gets the
achievement of 1st
reporting period. Current
due date is M24 and the
1st reporting period ends
in M18
MS2 checks and gets the
achievement of 2nd year
reporting period. Current
due date is M36 and the
2nd year reporting period
ends in M24
MS3 checks and gets the
achievement of final
reporting. Current due
date is M26 and the
project ends in M36
Detailed briefing of the
implementation all
proposed pilot innovations
Presentation of the
conclusions derived from
the assessment of the rail
network resilience test

24

18

Typographic error, 1st Reporting
Period ends in M18.

36

24

Typographic error, 2nd year
reporting period ending in M24

26

36

Typographic error 26  36.

18

19

Typographic error 18  19.

34

32

Typographic error 34  32 (should
be at the same time than the
WP7’s end)

MS2

MS3

MS8

MS18

Other Inconsistencies
Description of the inconsistency

Correction & Justification

In the tables VIAS appears as WP3 leader. The
description of WP3 shows that the WP leader is
FGC.
Task 3.1 description. The acronym KRI is defined as
Key Risk Indicator.

Typographic error, FGC should appear as WP3
leader.

Task 2.1 duration: from M0 to M9. It should finish
in M1.

Typographic error M0  M1

Typographic error as the correct meaning is Key
Result Indicator.
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Description of the inconsistency

Correction & Justification

Task 4.2 duration from M8 to M19, and it should
end in M18, as due date for D4.2.

Typographic error M19  M18

Task 4.3 duration from M8 to M19, and it should
end in M18, as due date for D4.3.

Typographic error M19  M18

Task 5.2 duration from M3 to M7 and D5.2 due
date is M9.

Typographic error M7  M9

Deliverable D3.2 Pilot innovations and
improvements should be a report and not a
demonstrator.
Task 5.3 duration from M4 to M7, and it should be
from M7 to M17 to be consistent with the
sequence of work to be done under WP5.
Task 5.4 duration from M5 to M8, and it should be
from M7 to M14 to be consistent with the
sequence of work to be done under WP5.
Task 5.3 duration from M8 to M10, and it should
be from M10 to M14 to be consistent with the
sequence of work to be done under WP5.

Typographic error, D3.2 should appear as report
type deliverable.
Typographic error Duration M4‐7  Duration
M7‐17
Typographic error Duration M5‐8  Duration
M7‐14
Typographic error Duration M8‐10  Duration
M10‐14

Impacts due to delays in deliverables/milestones
As explained previously, corrected deliverables and milestones due dates are necessary
for the consistency of the DoA. All inconsistencies are typos; therefore, updated dates
were already the foreseen due dates when the project was defined, and no impact is
expected in any case.
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Annex I
This annex includes the DoA with the abovementioned changes highlighted.
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1.1. The project summary
Project Number 1

690658

Project Acronym 2

INTERMODEL EU

One form per project
General information
Project title 3

Simulation using Building Information Modeling Methodology of Multimodal,
Multipurpose and Multiproduct Freight Railway Terminals Infrastructures.

Starting date 4

01/09/2016

Duration in months 5

36

Call (part) identifier 6

H2020-MG-2015_TwoStages

Topic

MG-8.4a-2015
Smart governance, network resilience and streamlined delivery of infrastructure
innovation

Fixed EC Keywords

Risks assessment, modelling and impact reduction, Rail infrastructure, Multi-modal and
infrastructure, Construction engineering, Municipal and structural engineering

Free keywords

BIM, Building Information Modeling
Abstract 7

The main objective of this Project is the development of a methodology and ICT tools which will allow an advanced
simulation of intermodal railway logistics platforms models in order to support tasks related to both design and
planning phases.
Using the combination of demand/economic/capacity models as main inputs, an evaluation of scenarios will be
possible by means of the comparison of an underlying Building Information Modeling output composed of different
data sets such as CAPEX, OPEX or energy efficiency.
Moreover, using these new design tool an improvement of the QOS and boost transhipment operations between rail
and road transport will be achieved.
Above BIM2Operate translate and demonstrate the benefits of BIM during the operational phase, the tools can be
extended with a specific simulator to get other indicators about the performance of the operations.
The scope of this proposal addresses two of a maximum of five aspects expected by the European Commission:
- Development of whole system planning environments (based e.g. on virtual design concepts such as BIM - Building
Information Modeling) to support the streamlined delivery of infrastructure projects from concept to deployment. In
this respect, the rail sector deserves particular attention.
- Solutions for advanced infrastructure capacity planning and modeling for all transport modes.
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1.2. List of Beneficiaries
Project Number 1

690658

Project Acronym 2

INTERMODEL EU

List of Beneficiaries
Name

Short name

Country

Project Project
entry
exit
month8 month

1

IDP INGENIERIA Y
ARQUITECTURA IBERIA SL

IDP

Spain

1

36

2

Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de
Catalunya

FGC

Spain

1

36

3

CONSORCI CENTRE D'INNOVACIO
CENIT
DEL TRANSPORT

Spain

1

36

4

DHL FREIGHT GERMANY
HOLDING GMBH

DHL

Germany

1

36

5

Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy

VTT

Finland

1

36

6

MACOMI BV

MAC

Netherlands

1

36

7

VIAS Y CONSTRUCCIONES

VIAS

Spain

1

36

8

BEDESCHI SPA

BED

Italy

1

36

9

CONTSHIP ITALIA SPA

CSI

Italy

1

36

10

AUTORITA' PORTUALE DELLA
SPEZIA

APSP

Italy

1

36

11

ZARZAD NADBALTYCKICH
INICJATYW KLASTROWYCH
SPOLKA Z OGRANICZONA
ODPOWIEDZIALNOSCIA

ZNIK

Poland

1

36

12

VIASYS VDC OY

VIAN

Finland

1

36

13

BASF CONSTRUCTION
CHEMICALS ESPANA SL

BASF

Spain

1

36

14

KIRUNA WAGON AB

KIR

Sweden

1

36

No
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1.3. Workplan Tables - Detailed implementation
1.3.1. WT1 List of work packages
WP Number 9

WP Title

Lead beneficiary 10

Personmonths 11

Start
month 12

End
month 13

WP1

Management

1 - IDP

17.60

1

36

WP2

Integrated planning environment
and decision support (research
activity)

5 - VTT

46.00

1

32

WP3

Data & Indicators definitions
(research activity)

7 - VIAS

28.90

1

12

WP4

BIM Intermodal Terminal (research
1 - IDP
& innovation activity) – IDP

75.90

4

19

WP5

Terminals Operational Simulations

6 - MAC

56.60

1

17

WP6

External Mobility effects (research
activity)

3 - CENIT

23.50

6

30

WP7

Interconnection Simulations
(research activity)

6 - MAC

36.00

6

32

WP8

Functional, economic and
environmental analysis

4 - DHL

45.60

4

36

WP9

Exploitation, dissemination and
communication

1 - IDP

26.70

1

36

WP10

Ethics requirements

1 - IDP

N/A

1

36

Total 356.80
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1.3.2. WT2 list of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

WP
number 9

Dissemination
level 16

Due
Date (in
months) 17

Lead
beneficiary

Type

3

6

15

D1.1

Website and intranet

WP1

11 - ZNIK

Websites,
patents
Public
filling,
etc.

D1.2

Internal Progress
report prepared and
ready for revision in
the INTERMODEL
General Assembly
meeting 1

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

D1.3

First year full
technical and financial
WP1
report delivered to the
EC

1 - IDP

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
12
(including the
Commission
Services)

D1.4

Internal Progress
report prepared and
ready for revision in
the INTERMODEL
General Assembly
meeting 2

1 - IDP

Report

Public

D1.5

Second year full
technical and financial
WP1
report delivered to the
EC

1 - IDP

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
24
(including the
Commission
Services)

D1.6

Internal Progress
report prepared and
ready for revision in
the INTERMODEL
General Assembly
meeting 3

1 - IDP

Report

Public

D1.7

Third year full
technical and financial
WP1
report delivered to the
EC.

1 - IDP

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
36
(including the
Commission
Services)

D1.8

Non-confidential
project report for
further public
dissemination.

WP1

1 - IDP

Websites,
patents
Public
filling,
etc.

36

D1.9

Risk and contingency
plan. Month 6.

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

6

WP1

WP1
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Public

18

30

WP
number 9

Lead
beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination
level 16

Due
Date (in
months) 17

D1.10

Risk and contingency
plan. Month 6.
Updated every six
months. 2

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

12

D1.11

Risk and contingency
plan. Month 6.
Updated every six
months. 3

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

18

D1.12

Risk and contingency
plan. Month 6.
Updated every six
months. 4

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

24

D1.13

Risk and contingency
plan. Month 6.
Updated every six
months. 5

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

36

D1.14

Data Management
plan 1

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

6

D1.15

Data Management
plan 2

WP1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

18

D2.1

Requirements for
terminal projects

WP2

5 - VTT

Report

Public

6

D2.2

Integrated planning
environment
architecture

WP2

5 - VTT

Report

Public

12

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
18
(including the
Commission
Services)

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
24
(including the
Commission
Services)

Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title
Updated every six
months. 1

D2.3

Interoperability
and data exchange
specification

D2.4

Documentation
of implemented
WP2
integrating ICT
environment prototype

D2.5

Interactive decision
making with
integrated planning
environment

WP2

5 - VTT

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
30
(including the
Commission
Services)

D2.6

Gaming technology in
interactive operational WP2
visualisation

5 - VTT

Report

Confidential,
only for members 30
of the consortium

WP2

5 - VTT

5 - VTT
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Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

WP
number 9

Lead
beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination
level 16

Due
Date (in
months) 17

(including the
Commission
Services)

D3.1

D3.2

Study of the state of
the art and description
of KPI and KRI of
WP3
terminals, hinterland
mobility and rail
network

Pilot innovations and
improvements

WP3

2 - FGC

Report

Public

3

2 - FGC

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
Demonstrator
6
(including the
Commission
Services)

D3.3

Input data analysis and
WP3
scenarios

2 - FGC

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
12
(including the
Commission
Services)

D4.1

BIM Execution Plan
Guideline

12 - VIAN

Report

Public

D4.2

BIM model
Demonstration of both WP4
real locations

1 - IDP

Demonstrator
Public

1 - IDP

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
Demonstrator
18
(including the
Commission
Services)

1 - IDP

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
Demonstrator
19
(including the
Commission
Services)

WP4

D4.3

7th D BIM model of
WP4
the Virtual Pilot Cases

D4.4

Pilot Cases
alternatives including
Pilot Innovations and
Improvements

D5.1

Data model

D5.2

Ontology and
conceptual modelling

WP4

WP5

WP5

6 - MAC

6 - MAC
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4
18

Other

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
6
(including the
Commission
Services)

Other

Confidential,
only for members
9
of the consortium
(including the

Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

WP
number 9

Lead
beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination
level 16

Due
Date (in
months) 17

Commission
Services)
D5.3

Operational simulation
simulation model of
WP5
the first real-life case.

6 - MAC

Demonstrator
Public

17

D5.4

Operational simulation
simulation model of
WP5
the second real-life
case.

6 - MAC

Demonstrator
Public

17

D6.1

External mobility
simulation model

3 - CENIT

Demonstrator
Public

18

D6.2

External mobility
actual performance
in the La Spezia and
Melzo terminals

3 - CENIT

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
Demonstrator
24
(including the
Commission
Services)

D6.3

Assessment of
external mobility
impacts of La Spezia
and Melzo pilot cases

3 - CENIT

Other

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
30
(including the
Commission
Services)

WP6

WP6

WP6

D7.1

Rail interconnection
simulator

WP7

9 - CSI

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
Demonstrator
24
(including the
Commission
Services)

D7.2

Assessment of the rail
interconnection pilot
cases

WP7

9 - CSI

Report

Public

30

D7.3

Assessment of rail
interconnection
resilience

WP7

9 - CSI

Report

Public

32

D8.1

Definition and
description of
functional, economic
and environmental
analysis.

WP8

4 - DHL

Report

Public

20

D8.2

Assessment (meta
study) of current
transportation and
logistics studies and
trade statistics

WP8

4 - DHL

Report

Public

27

D8.3

Set of Key
Performance
Indicators for

WP8

4 - DHL

Report

Public

34
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Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

WP
number 9

Lead
beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination
level 16

Due
Date (in
months) 17

assessing and
operating intermodal
terminals (functional,
economic and
environmental
perspective)

D8.4

Assessment and
validation workshops
onsite at selected
terminals with local
specialists

WP8

4 - DHL

Report

Public

34

D8.5

Summary of results
of work packages
2-7 and implications.
Recommendations for
new and to be renewed
WP8
intermodal terminals
(functional, economic,
and environmental
perspective). (Month
8)

4 - DHL

Report

Public

36

D9.1

Communication Plan 1 WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

6

D9.2

Communication Plan 2 WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

12

D9.3

Communication Plan 3 WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

18

D9.4

Communication Plan 4 WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

24

D9.5

Communication Plan 5 WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

30

D9.6

Communication Plan 6 WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

36

D9.7

Electronic project
brochure completed
and available for
distribution

11 - ZNIK

Websites,
patents
Public
filling,
etc.

10

D9.8

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 1

D9.9

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 2

D9.10

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 3

WP9

WP9

WP9

WP9

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
18
(including the
Commission
Services)

Report

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
24
(including the
Commission
Services)

Report

Confidential,
only for members
30
of the consortium
(including the

Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

WP
number 9

Lead
beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination
level 16

Due
Date (in
months) 17

Commission
Services)

D9.11

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 4

D9.12

Final dissemination
brochure completed
and available for
distribution

D9.13

Conference paper 1:
Integrated planning
environment in
terminal projects

D9.14

Conference paper 2:
Decision support for
owners of terminal
projects (VTT; WP1;
M26)

D10.1

D10.2

WP9

1 - IDP

Report

WP9

11 - ZNIK

Websites,
patents
Public
filling,
etc.

36

WP9

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

12

11 - ZNIK

Websites,
patents
Public
filling,
etc.

26

WP9

H - Requirement No. 1 WP10

POPD - Requirement
No. 2

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
36
(including the
Commission
Services)

WP10

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Ethics

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
6
(including the
Commission
Services)

Ethics

Confidential,
only for members
of the consortium
6
(including the
Commission
Services)

1.3.3. WT3 Work package descriptions
Work package number 9

WP1

Work package title

Management

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
1 End month

1 - IDP
36

Objectives
- Manage efficiently the project and the consortium.
- Review and assess the work being carried out.
- Ensure that all aspects of the EC requirements for communication and reporting are met.
- Creating an appropriate management framework linking together all the project components.

Description of work and role of partners
WP1 - Management [Months: 1-36]
IDP, FGC , CENIT, DHL, VTT, MAC, VIAS , BED, CSI, APSP, ZNIK, VIAN, BASF, KIR
This work package will be led and mostly implemented by IDP. All the participants will also be involved in the execution
of the tasks. IDP will act as a direct contact with the Commission. The rest of the participants will be involved in the
management through the work package working groups.
Task 1.1 General consortium management (Leader: IDP, M1-36)
The Management Board, led by Eduard Loscos as the project coordinator, will be responsible for the project management
and consortium management of the INTERMODEL project. The specific tasks of the project coordinator will comprise
of:
• Communication with the European Commission (see 0.4)
• Finalising the consortium agreement
• Organisation of internal and external meetings (see 0.2)
• Reporting (see 0.3)
• Encouraging collaboration between partners to achieve the defined deliverables & milestones. When needed, the
coordinator will travel between the partners to discuss specific problems and to evaluate the progress made.
• Management related to data used, re-used and compiled during the project
• Writing and distributing the minutes
• Organising and submitting the project deliverables
• Organising and submitting cost statements
• Resolving administrative, contractual and consortium coordination issues
Task 1.2 Project Meetings (Leader: IDP. Participants: all, M1-every 6M)
To ensure good collaboration and exchange of ideas and results in the project, different meetings will be organised
during the project where the following aspects will be discussed:
• Kick-off meeting with all members of the consortium.
• General Assembly project meeting with the whole INTERMODEL consortium – 6 monthly – for the presentation of
the main results and making global project decisions.
• General Assembly project meeting with the whole INTERMODEL consortium – 6 monthly – to discuss progress, to
see if financial and technical targets are being met and undertaking remedial actions, if required. The General Assembly
is the main body for global decision-making of the project.
• Work package meetings with groups involved in the WPs - as often as required and by any adequate communication
means (either via phone, e-mail, internet communication methods or via the project website) – technical discussions on
results, solving technical issues and ensuring that WPs are delivered on time will be discussed.
• Any ad hoc meetings as required.
Task 1.3 Project Reporting (Leader: IDP. Participants: all, M1-every 6M)
Project reporting will be undertaken to inform the INTERMODEL partners and the EC about the progress made within
the project, and therefore the following reports will be produced:
• Integrated report every 6 months including a summary of the progress made, critical points, risks and contingency
plans.
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• Informal periodic activity report will prepared every 6 months, describing the main scientific and dissemination results.
They will be discussed at project management committee meetings.
• A full yearly report will be produced and sent to the European Commission.
• Final report, at the end of the project, describing the main results and conclusions of the whole project.
• Minutes after all meetings.
Task 1.4 Coordination of the project with the European Commission (Leader: IDP, M1-every 12 months)
Eduard Loscos will be the contact person for the INTERMODEL project with the European Commission, as the
representative of IDP and the coordinating partner. IDP will have to initiate, guide, coordinate and follow-up with respect
to all measures taken for the purpose that all the commitments agreed upon with the Commission are met, where they
will be responsible for the financial administration of the funds and effective reporting of the implementation and to
ensure the good progress of all the tasks and requirements of the Commission. IDP will also be at the disposal of the
Project Officers for any other EC requirements that may be required

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP1 effort

1 - IDP

9.00

2 - FGC

0.40

3 - CENIT

0.40

4 - DHL

0.40

5 - VTT

1.00

6 - MAC

0.40

7 - VIAS

1.00

8 - BED

0.40

9 - CSI

0.40

10 - APSP

0.40

11 - ZNIK

0.40

12 - VIAN

1.00

13 - BASF

2.00

14 - KIR

0.40
Total

17.60

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D1.1

Website and
intranet

11 - ZNIK

Websites,
patents filling,
etc.

Public

3

D1.2

Internal Progress
report prepared
and ready for
revision in the
INTERMODEL

1 - IDP

Report

Public

6
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D1.3

First year full
technical and
1 - IDP
financial report
delivered to the EC

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

12

D1.4

Internal Progress
report prepared
and ready for
revision in the
INTERMODEL
General Assembly
meeting 2

Report

Public

18

D1.5

Second year full
technical and
1 - IDP
financial report
delivered to the EC

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

24

D1.6

Internal Progress
report prepared
and ready for
revision in the
INTERMODEL
General Assembly
meeting 3

Report

Public

30

D1.7

Third year full
technical and
financial report
delivered to the
EC.

1 - IDP

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

36

D1.8

Non-confidential
project report for
further public
dissemination.

1 - IDP

Websites,
patents filling,
etc.

Public

36

D1.9

Risk and
contingency plan.
1 - IDP
Month 6. Updated
every six months. 1

Report

Public

6

D1.10

Risk and
contingency plan.
1 - IDP
Month 6. Updated
every six months. 2

Report

Public

12

D1.11

Risk and
contingency plan.

Report

Public

18

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

General Assembly
meeting 1

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D1.12

Risk and
contingency plan.
1 - IDP
Month 6. Updated
every six months. 4

Report

Public

24

D1.13

Risk and
contingency plan.
1 - IDP
Month 6. Updated
every six months. 5

Report

Public

36

D1.14

Data Management
plan 1

1 - IDP

Report

Public

6

D1.15

Data Management
plan 2

1 - IDP

Report

Public

18

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Month 6. Updated
every six months. 3

Description of deliverables
Periodic reports summarizing the progress (technical, financial) and conclusions from assemblies. The website will
be a deliverable under this WP and will be updated under WP9 Exploitation, Dissemination and Communication
activities.
D1.1 : Website and intranet [3]
Website and intranet
D1.2 : Internal Progress report prepared and ready for revision in the INTERMODEL General Assembly meeting 1
[6]
Internal Progress report prepared and ready for revision in the INTERMODEL General Assembly meeting 1
D1.3 : First year full technical and financial report delivered to the EC [12]
First year full technical and financial report delivered to the EC
D1.4 : Internal Progress report prepared and ready for revision in the INTERMODEL General Assembly meeting 2
[18]
Internal Progress report prepared and ready for revision in the INTERMODEL General Assembly meeting 2
D1.5 : Second year full technical and financial report delivered to the EC [24]
Second year full technical and financial report delivered to the EC
D1.6 : Internal Progress report prepared and ready for revision in the INTERMODEL General Assembly meeting 3
[30]
Internal Progress report prepared and ready for revision in the INTERMODEL General Assembly meeting 3
D1.7 : Third year full technical and financial report delivered to the EC. [36]
Third year full technical and financial report delivered to the EC.
D1.8 : Non-confidential project report for further public dissemination. [36]
Non-confidential project report for further public dissemination.
D1.9 : Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 1 [6]
Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 1
D1.10 : Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 2 [12]
Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 2
D1.11 : Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 3 [18]
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Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 3
D1.12 : Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 4 [24]
Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 4
D1.13 : Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 5 [36]
Risk and contingency plan. Month 6. Updated every six months. 5
D1.14 : Data Management plan 1 [6]
Data Management plan 1
D1.15 : Data Management plan 2 [18]
Data Management plan 2

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

Work package number 9

WP2

Work package title

Integrated planning environment and decision support (research activity)

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
1 End month

5 - VTT
32

Objectives
The aim of work package is to develop a holistic integrated planning environment that enables technical management
of modelled terminal projects and supports making decisions on assets throughout the life cycle. The environment
will extend utilisation of various building and infrastructure models (BIM and infraBIM) from planning, design and
construction towards the operational economic and environmental performance analyses in freight terminals. The
outcome aims at increased interaction between participants and enhanced processes for making decisions. Work is
necessary for the whole project and is closely connected with indicators to be developed (WP2), pilot modelling (WP3)
and operational simulation (WP4). Specific objectives for the work package are as follows:
• Analyse upcoming information and requirements for terminal use cases (Task 1.1)
• Describe architecture and specify interfaces for integrated planning environment (Task 1.2)
• Implementation of integrated planning environment prototype with new functionalities (Task 1.3)
• Guide and coordinate modelling of BIM terminals in real location and virtual pilots (Task 1.4)
• Support owners and operators to make better decisions with integrated planning and enhanced interaction (Task 1.4)

Description of work and role of partners
WP2 - Integrated planning environment and decision support (research activity) [Months: 1-32]
VTT, IDP, MAC, VIAN
Work package will be led by VTT and is based on expertise of partners on transport (CENIT), terminal projects (IDP),
integrated planning, data exchange and decision processes (VIAN), operational simulation (MAC) and real-world pilots
(CSI). Tasks to be performed are:
• Task 2.1: Information and requirements for terminal use cases
• Task 2.2: Integrated Planning Environment architecture and interface specifications
• Task 2.3: Implementation of integrating ICT environment
• Task 2.4: Model coordination
• Task 2.5: Decision support in integrated planning environment
Task 2.1 Information and requirements for terminal use cases (Lead: VTT, VIAN, IDP, CENIT, CSI; M0-M9)
Previous existing know-how coming from Consortium partners on the key performance and risk indicators (WP2) of
freight terminals will be collected and analysed in order to convert results into model-based information requirements
with the aim of enhancing performance and reducing risk over life cycle. Collected data will be used for the purpose
of simulation validation.
Task 2.2 Integrated planning environment architecture and interface specifications (VTT, VIAN, IDP, MAC; M4-M12)
Due to increased complexity in terminals, need for integrated planning is very high. The approach enables solution
optimisation with integrated planning where individual segment and discipline models (buildings, logistics etc.) are
combined. The task specifies software architecture and principles to efficient utilisation of models through interfaces to
connect various technologies. Open formats will be considered to improve interoperability across countries, including
geographic elements (LandInfraGML, CityGML), buildings (IFC), and infrastructure data (LandXML, RailML).
Proposal to implement open standards in terminal projects will be produced.
Task 2.3 Implementation of integrating ICT environment (lead: VTT; VIAN; M12-M30)
The baseline for development is pre-existing Vianova software (VDC Explorer, Live, Sketch, Stream etc.). Based on the
requirements, integrated planning environment is analysed and development issues will be recognised and formulated to
features into new functionalities. The aim is to elaborate needs in terminals consistently to the integrated environment.
Linked data will be used to complement models with relevant content and processes.
Task 2.4 Model coordination (lead: VIAN; VTT, IDP; M12-M24)
The work supports generation of individual terminal models in WP3. The aim is to verify objectives, work and model
integration conditions to keep the combined model up to date. Task provides procedures for assisting planning and
design related decisions and selecting interface to exchange results.
Task 2.5 Decision support in integrated planning environment (lead: VTT; VIAN, IDP, MAC, CENIT, CSI; M16-M32)
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The investment decisions in terminal projects, whether made by owner, operator or other stakeholder, involve great
amount of complicated data to be presented and taken into account. The task develops work and decision processes
assisted with integrated planning technology. Visualisation enables participants with different backgrounds, both
professionals and non-experts to participate equally to making decisions. Further, standard meetings are redesigned and
promising technologies, like augmented reality enabling visualisation at real location and virtual spaces, are piloted.
Project will utilise ‘VTT Creation Lab’ research facility with large display wall to boost interaction and collaboration
(left, http://cic.vtt.fi/creationlab).

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP2 effort

1 - IDP

6.00

5 - VTT

23.00

6 - MAC

3.00

12 - VIAN

14.00
Total

46.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D2.1

Requirements for
terminal projects

5 - VTT

Report

Public

6

D2.2

Integrated planning
environment
5 - VTT
architecture

Report

Public

12

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

18

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

24

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

30

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the

30

D2.3

Interoperability
and data exchange
specification

D2.4

Documentation
of implemented
integrating ICT
environment
prototype

D2.5

Interactive decision
making with
5 - VTT
integrated planning
environment

D2.6

Gaming
technology
in interactive
operational
visualisation

5 - VTT

5 - VTT

5 - VTT
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Type 15

Commission
Services)
Description of deliverables
Deliverables will cover the requirements the terminal projects and specification on data exchange, architechture
and the ICT environment prototype. The deliverables concerning the ICT environment will also cover the decision
making component of the software and implementation of gaming technology for visualisation.
D2.1 : Requirements for terminal projects [6]
Requirements for terminal projects
D2.2 : Integrated planning environment architecture [12]
Integrated planning environment architecture
D2.3 : Interoperability and data exchange specification [18]
Interoperability and data exchange specification
D2.4 : Documentation of implemented integrating ICT environment prototype [24]
Documentation of implemented integrating ICT environment prototype
D2.5 : Interactive decision making with integrated planning environment [30]
Interactive decision making with integrated planning environment
D2.6 : Gaming technology in interactive operational visualisation [30]
Gaming technology in interactive operational visualisation

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

Work package number 9

WP3

Work package title

Data & Indicators definitions (research activity)

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
1 End month

7 - VIAS
12

Objectives
- Define Common and Specifics KPIs
- Detect Common and Specifics KRIs
- Set improvements and innovations to be tested in pilot cases
- Define test scenarios for the virtual pilot cases

Description of work and role of partners
WP3 - Data & Indicators definitions (research activity) [Months: 1-12]
VIAS , IDP, FGC , CENIT, DHL, VTT, MAC, BED, CSI, APSP, BASF, KIR
This work package will be led by FGC, but all partners with expertise in logistics, building management and design,
railway infrastructures and mobility will participate in it. The joint expertise of the project partners will provide the
required scientific and technical multidisciplinary knowledge to properly lay the foundations of the project.
The package will, in the first place, define the relevant outputs of the different modulus of the decision support platform
in terms of KPI and KRI. Besides this, this package is intended to precisely define the pilot cases that will be studied
using the provided assessment tool.
Task 3.1 Definition of KPI and KRI (Leader: FGC and CENIT. Participants: IDP, CSI, DHL, MAC, VIAS, APSP) (1-3
M)
This first task consists of defining, for each type of terminal, the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and Key Risk
Indicators (KRI) that will derive from the model and that will be used to effectively assess each of the terminals and
find their strengths and weaknesses. These indicators should be easy to measure, unambiguous and as transferable as
possible to other terminals or regions. There will be common indicators for all the terminals such as capital costs or
overall energy efficiency and specific indicators for each terminal such as loading/unloading time in rolling highway
terminals, for example.
The proposed KPI and KRI will be grouped in performance dimensions: productivity, service quality, financial costs,
sustainability, etc.
A critical decision to be made is the scope of the indicator, this is to say, the disaggregation level of variables used as
indicators. At least the disaggregation of the indicators variables distinguishes the three different scopes that the project
takes into account: terminal, hinterland mobility and railway network.
Subtask 3.1.1 Terminal indicators
To define KPI and KRI for a certain intermodal freight terminal it is required to:
- Analyse the state of the art in application of KPI and KRI in intermodal freight terminals
- Split the terminal operation into different processes and transport modes
- Choose an adequate aggregation level of the relevant variables for each dimension (productivity, service quality,
financial costs, sustainability, etc.)
Subtask 3.1.2 Hinterland and Mobility Indicators
Regarding hinterland mobility, the most important dimensions for the project are quality of service and sustainability of
the surrounding transport network. KPI and KRI of these dimensions that can better measure the impacts of the terminal
on the external mobility will be selected.
Subtask 3.1.3 Railway network Indicators
KPI and KRI will be defined to evaluate the performance of the rail network connecting logistic nodes. In this case,
the most important issues to take into account are capacity, reliability, resilience, environmental impact and operation
and maintenance costs.
Subtask 3.1.4: Functional KPIs: Identification and assessment of functional KPIs. The focus will be on KPIs which
support the operational management of a terminal as such and the monitoring of the impact on the logistics grid (i.e.
specific local or regional logistics networks and main trade lanes).
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Subtask 3.1.5: Economic KPIs: Definition of KPIs to monitor and manage economic performance on the short, mid and
long term. This will include KPIs for monthly and annual performance reviews and external reporting as well as long
term indicators for investors and other stakeholders.
Subtask 3.1.6: Environmental KPIs: The environmental KPIs will focus on tracking compliance with local, national and
international regulations and systematic risk prevention. This includes carbon emissions, handling of dangerous goods
and operational aspects with direct and indirect effects on the surroundings.
Task 3.2 Setting of pilot cases (Leader: FGC and CSI. Participants: IDP, CENIT, DHL, VIAS, APSP, BED, KIR, BASF)
(1-12 M)
The second task of this work package consists of defining the pilot cases that will be tested through the INTERMODEL
decision support platform.
Four pilot cases will be included in the project. Two of these pilot cases will be studied in real terminals and the other
two will be implemented into virtual terminals. All of them will be modelled in BIM. The real terminals besides from
being used as pilot cases where to test the proposed new set of ICT tools, they will enable to calibrate and verify the
BIM model and the operation simulator with raw data made available by the terminal operator.
The following terminals will be studied:
- La Spezia container seaport terminal
- Milan-Melzo container dry port
- Virtual bulk-container seaport terminal
- Virtual bulk-container inland terminal
The La Spezia and Melzo intermodal terminals have been selected because they represent average-sized terminals in
the European logistics network. On top of this, a seaport terminal and an inland terminal connected by rail constitute a
basic and standard logistic structure that is worthwhile to analyse and test.
Besides these real terminals, two virtual terminals are introduced to test further innovations and improvements as pilot
cases. Virtual terminals are of the same type of real terminals (container seaport and inland connected by rail) to take
advantage of the gathered experience and data from the modelling of real terminals. However, two extra products are
added to the virtual terminals: solid bulk and cold chain. The objective is to test multi-product terminals that integrate
container, solid bulk and refrigerated products. In this sense, the INTERMODEL decision support tool is intended to
assess the terminals of the future, which are believed to follow the state-of-the-art tendency of the logistic sector of
integrating different transport modes and products within a single supply chain.
Besides from defining pilot cases within the mentioned terminals, innovations will be also set for the rail interconnection
between two terminals. In this case, the same objective of assessing future tendencies in the logistic sector is pursued.
Subtask 3.2.1 Pilot innovations and improvements
The experts in logistics, railways and mobility will jointly analyse the tendencies in logistics and select a number of
technological and operative innovations to be implemented into the four pilot terminals previously defined and the rail
interconnection between them.
In the case of the real terminals of La Spezia and Melzo, the proposed improvements of the previous WiderMOS
European project will be included in these pilot cases. Also, the work team, in close relationship with the terminal
operators and the port authority (CSI and APSP) will propose their own improvements and innovations after a deep
review of the actual performance of the terminals.
The improved maintenance scheduling developed within the OPTIRAIL project participated by VIAS, will be
introduced as a pilot case of the railway interconnections between the two terminals.
Virtual terminals offer more flexibility to introduce future tendencies of the logistics industry. As previously mentioned,
an objective of this project is to test pilot cases of integrated multi-purpose and multimodal terminals. In this sense,
the integration of container and solid bulk products within an intermodal terminal and in the railway connection poses
multiple challenges that need to be addressed by testing a wide range of solutions. On the other hand, the global cold
chain is expanding and, thus, it is becoming increasingly integrated into the rest of the global chain. Several solutions
will be defined to transport refrigerated products by rail and combined transport.
Subtask 3.2.2 Test scenarios
This subtask consists of precisely defining each of the pilot cases in terms of their different attributes. For each of the
pilot cases a number of scenarios will be set that represent the different casuistry to be tested.
In the case of real terminals, the scenarios will be set only in terms of the future demand of the terminals. The rest
of attributes are either known by the terminal operators and the port authority or they are irrelevant for the scope of
the pilot study. Historical data on demand in both the real pilot terminals will be analysed and a number of prognosis
scenarios on future demand will be determined. The definition of demand scenarios will be made according to likely
ranges on the evolution of the economy and the local logistic market.
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In the case of virtual terminals, the basic attribute to define is the expected overall capacity of the terminal and the
railway connection. The capacity is the basic design parameter to set the dimensions and layout of the terminal. For
each of the virtual terminals, a representative capacity of terminals in Europe will be determined. In the same way, the
rail connection between the terminals will be set according to European standards.
According to the previously defined capacity, demand scenarios will be set. These will be based on the demand of
similar size terminals and on scenarios on the evolution of the economy and the logistic market.
The rest of the required attributes to be introduced to virtual terminals such as: costs, available technologies, process
times, climate conditions, etc. will be determined based on analogous terminals and on the expertise of the work team.
If required, they will also be set in terms of different scenarios. In the same way, scenarios for the railway link will be
set that represent standard solutions.
Once this input data will be set, pilot cases will be correctly defined to design them using the BIM methodology and
incorporate all the relevant BIM dimensions. This will be done in WP3.

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP3 effort

1 - IDP

3.00

2 - FGC

3.00

3 - CENIT

4.00

4 - DHL

2.00

5 - VTT

1.00

6 - MAC

0.50

7 - VIAS

2.00

CRAIL

2.50

8 - BED

1.00

9 - CSI

4.00

10 - APSP

2.10

13 - BASF

2.00

14 - KIR

1.80
Total

28.90

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

D3.1

Study of the state
of the art and
description of
KPI and KRI
2 - FGC
of terminals,
hinterland mobility
and rail network

D3.2

Pilot innovations
and improvements

Lead beneficiary

2 - FGC

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Report

Public

3

Demonstrator

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the

6
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Type 15

Commission
Services)

D3.3

Input data analysis
and scenarios

2 - FGC

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

Report

12

Description of deliverables
The KPI for the simulations of the terminal, rail connections and road hinterland will be delivered in this WP. The
innovations of the pilots and input data analysis will also be delivered.
D3.1 : Study of the state of the art and description of KPI and KRI of terminals, hinterland mobility and rail network
[3]
KPI and KRI of terminals, hinterland mobility and rail network
D3.2 : Pilot innovations and improvements [6]
Pilot innovations and improvements
D3.3 : Input data analysis and scenarios [12]
Input data analysis and scenarios

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

Definition of KPI and
7 - VIAS
KRI

3

Definition of KPI and
KRI

Characterization of
pilot cases

12

Characterization of pilot
cases

Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS4
MS5

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

7 - VIAS
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Work package number 9

WP4

Work package title

BIM Intermodal Terminal (research & innovation activity) – IDP

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
4 End month

1 - IDP
19

Objectives
- Define a BIM Execution Plan that will be included into WP1 Planning Environment
- Design BIM Railway Terminal Models based on the real locations to test the developed ICT functionalities
- Design BIM Railway Terminal Models of virtual pilot cases using a holistic multidimensional approach to optimize
the desired criteria set in WP2
- Implement inside the virtual terminals models the proposed innovations listed in WP2 to assess their impact on the
indicators.

Description of work and role of partners
WP4 - BIM Intermodal Terminal (research & innovation activity) – IDP [Months: 4-19]
IDP, FGC , CENIT, DHL, VTT, VIAS , BED, CSI, APSP, VIAN, BASF, KIR
This WP represents the core of the INTERMODEL project since the developed terminal models will be the keystones
that will allow proofing the validity of the proposed ICT Planning Environment as well as virtually testing in the model
the potential improvements of the proposed innovations, by their implementation.
As a rule of thumb and as stated in Section 1, all the proposed models will be conceptually divided in five design
categories so they could be assessed easily and leaded by a different partner:
- Superstructure (BASF)
- Handling (BED)
- Auxiliary Systems (IDP)
- Railway Tracks & Internal Roads (VIAS)
- Rolling Stock (KIR)
This segregation however it is just a better approach of each specialist of the consortium to its field of expertize, since
IDP will aggregate constantly each category so all the Models’ Pilot Cases will be drafted from a multidisciplinary
and a holistic point of view. Actually to define the best procedures to achieve this goal is the final purpose of the first
task of this WP
Task 4.1 7thD BIM Execution Plan (Leader: VIAN. Participants: IDP, BASF, M4-7)
The first task of this WP will focus on developing a BIM Execution Plan that will describe a detailed description of the
process used to complete the BIM models up to the 7th Dimension, aiming to Multimodal Railway Terminals Projects.
Therefore this research goal is to develop a method to create a BIM Execution Plan in the early stages of the proposed
Pilot Cases. The execution plan will hence define the scope of BIM implementation; describe the team characteristics
needed to achieve the modeling, the process impacts of using BIM, contract recommendations for BIM implementation,
and the appropriate level of modelling of the different elements and categories of the Terminals to better optimize the
dedicated resources.
This BEP will include an identification of BIM methods and implementation strategies organized by project phase
(planning, design, construction, and operations) and the definition of potential benefits, costs, and strategies for adopting
these methods as well as a set of guidelines and best practices for BIM implementation at various stages in the project.
However, due it will be Integrated into the Planning Environment Architecture, its scope will be limited only to develop
the Draft BIM Project Execution Planning Procedure and its validation for the first traditional seven dimensions. This
procedure will be grounded in fundamental business process management techniques and lean theory for information
management with targeted adaptations to meet the needs of planning the implementation of BIM throughout the project
lifecycle, and will be tested through its following use of the proposed pilot case study evaluation along this WP.
Finally, and since it will be integrated into the 7th Dimension of Facility Management, a specific approach to constructive
materials behaviour and decay will be defined to include them as an important parameter into the model during the
various stages in the infrastructure lifecycle, based on BASF experience in this field.
Task 4.2 Build BIM Models of Real Locations (Leader: IDP. Participants: VIAN, APSP, CSI, VTT. M8-19 )
The first two study cases will be reproducing the proposed existing Multimodal Railway Terminals of Melzo and
La Spezia, based on all the data provided by CONTSHIP and APSP and using the procedures described in the BIM
Execution Plan. In this way the proposed BEP could be tested. But as described into the objectives of WP3, the capital
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importance of these Real Models consists in a much bigger scope, since they have to become a beacon during all the
rest of the project for all the proposed Integrated Planning Environment. A calibration of the data delivered by the
defined software architecture as well as the developed new functionalities will be strongly needed, like the 8D Operative
Dimension, which will be tested and tuned by iteration in forthcoming Work Packages until coherent results will be
achieved.
Based on the usual procedure for transfer a CAD project to a complete BIM Model that will contemplate the mentioned
categories, even in this early stage, two separate different work phases could be distinguished such as:
Phase I. Previous work.
In this phase all the key information in relation to the first 7th Dimensions will be collected by CONT and APSP
and therefore studied by IDP to follow the objectives of gaining more knowledge of the existing infrastructure by the
technical team expert in BIM technology and to identify the basic information necessary for the subsequent construction
of the digital model.
Parallel to this analysis, information related to the five different categories that make up respectively the whole BIM
model will be gathered to better define the shape and size of the different libraries that will be used for future testing,
under a close guidance from VTT and VIAN.
Phase II. Construction and parametrization of existing information with BIM technology
Starting from a two-dimensional model generated by CAD system, a state of measurements and budget generated with
different software, IDP will evolve it towards a single parameterized model that contain all information through different
dimensions thanks to interoperability between applications. To achieve this stated transition, each element is determined
by the parameters required to begin its complete definition like:
- Geometry and positioning,
- Material Features
- Constructive Procedure
- Measurement
- Cost
-…
In this phase will also start the introduction of data on the different libraries defined in each category, based in Task 2.1
and 2.2 works. The aim here is not being exhaustive but getting enough information to test the proposed enhancements
in the methodology in future Tasks.
Task 4.3 Build 7D BIM Models of Virtual Locations (Leader:IDP. Participants: BASF, BED, KIR, VIAS, FGC. M8-19)
Once the BEP has been tested with the Real Locations, IDP will take again the lead in create a completely new Terminals
based on WP2 specifications, with the help of the rest of the partners except FGC, who will act at this point due their role
as WP2 leaders, as the “virtual customer”. This figure is crucial since this “virtual customer” has to supervise and control
the evolving design to warrant it keeps closer to the defined guidelines since those newly planned Virtual Terminals
have to follow them as the unique initial constraints and have to aim only to maximize these desired objectives.
The resulting models, as the Real ones, will be drafted from a multidisciplinary and a holistic point of view and using
the same five categories and the same detail level, and although they are supposed to be only a conceptual exercise
to re-think how Multimodal Terminals should be, issues affected by the potential future location like structures, urban
development or civil works associated will be designed the same way like architecture or auxiliary installations.
Any case, this Virtual approach will allow that unexpected design approaches could be included into these terminals.
For example, different levels of Multimodality, Multipurpose and Multiproduct could be considered without usual
constraints. In fact, to this point of view has to be added that the upgraded BIM methodology will bring more information
in advance to improve quickness and the quality of the decision-making and hence these proposed Ideal Cases become
reinforced two-fold.
Actually, even although in this WP the Virtual Terminals Models will only include information up to the 7th Dimensions
at this stage of the Project, the implementation of this part of the proposed ICT Planning Environment will reduce the
time needed to study different design alternatives and hence get closer much faster to the optimum point based on the
criteria set in WP2. For example, if, as defined in WP2, modularity and scalability results to be the main goals of these
Terminals design, different options will be assessed to forecast the optimum investment and minimum scale in the future
real installations. In this way, planning these terminals as multifaceted model including Time, Cost, Energy Efficiency
and Facility Management will allow a much better decision taking.
Above that, using 3D physical dimensions always gives to all the involved parties a better comprehension of the whole
element as well as an increased speed and safety in any changes. In fact, this statement has been proved in several
fields of engineering design like automotive/aeronautics components industry, Oil & Gas piping or even BIM applied
in buildings, where it seems improvable returning to 2D Design tools.
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However, all these advantages will only be possible if the proposed Planning Environment is focused into multimodal
railway terminals, stressing the most relevant points and obviating the irrelevant ones whenever designing this kind of
infrastructures, even in the static model. Therefore, once it has been tested with real terminals, although in this limited
scope of 7D, in this task it is going to be used broadly since it will be the methodology and the tools to really design
and to take reliable decisions as quick as possible.
It is important to mention that this task will be focus in design excellence but without using any innovation, which are
going to be assessed in the following Task.
Task 4.4 Optimization of first 7D static KPIs & KRIs (Leader:IDP. Participants: BASF, BED, KIR, VIAS, CONT, APSP.
M14-19)
Finally, but as a significant objective of the project, these virtual terminals will be used to implement technologies and/
or innovations described inside SubTask 2.2.1 so a completely new Railway Logistic Infrastructures can be assessed.
Moreover, using them it is expected to generate an improvement of the Terminal indicators. Actually demonstrate this
last point is one of the keys of the project, since the ambition this methodology is to be one of the key tools to achieve the
EU strategy in Freight Railway. In all these Terminal Models, Time, Costs, Energy Efficiency and Facility Management
dimensions (4thD, 5thD, 6thD and 7thD) will be included and therefore indicators variations, like Capital Expenditures,
Planning and Facility Management Costs, of the whole facility could be inferred to afterwards be assessed thoroughly
in WP7.
Each Pilot innovation and improvement will be implemented as different isolated case in the Virtual terminal defined
in WP2, and based on the category it belongs each Category Leader in combination with CONT and APSP to define a
detailed briefing that will help IDP to modify the model and to decide the best way to implement it based on a multifaceted Analysis of the first 7th Dimensions.

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP4 effort

1 - IDP

34.20

2 - FGC

1.00

3 - CENIT

1.00

4 - DHL

3.50

5 - VTT

3.00

7 - VIAS

5.00

8 - BED

4.00

9 - CSI

2.00

10 - APSP

0.20

12 - VIAN

5.00

13 - BASF

15.00

14 - KIR

2.00
Total

75.90

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D4.1

BIM Execution
Plan Guideline

12 - VIAN

Report

Public
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D4.2

BIM model
Demonstration of
both real locations

1 - IDP

Demonstrator

Public

18

Demonstrator

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

18

Demonstrator

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

19

D4.3

7th D BIM model
of the Virtual Pilot
Cases

D4.4

Pilot Cases
alternatives
including Pilot
Innovations and
Improvements

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

Description of deliverables
The deliverables under this WP will cover the BBIM execution plan and demonstrations for the simulations of the
Project (real and virtual). The models of the virtual pilot cases will be delivered as well as potential improvements
and alternatives to the pilots.
D4.1 : BIM Execution Plan Guideline [4]
BIM Execution Plan Guideline
D4.2 : BIM model Demonstration of both real locations [18]
BIM model Demonstration of both real locations
D4.3 : 7th D BIM model of the Virtual Pilot Cases [18]
7th D BIM model of the Virtual Pilot Cases
D4.4 : Pilot Cases alternatives including Pilot Innovations and Improvements [19]
Pilot Cases alternatives including Pilot Innovations and Improvements

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period

Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

1 - IDP

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

1 - IDP

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

Lead beneficiary

Due Date (in
months)

objectives (Financial
and technical).

Means of verification
objectives (Financial and
technical).

MS6

Data collection of
Real Terminals

1 - IDP

18

Data collection of Real
Terminals

MS7

Approval of the 7th D
design of the Virtual
1 - IDP
Terminals by WP2
Leader

18

Approval of the 7th D
design of the Virtual
Terminals by WP2 Leader

MS8

Detailed briefing of
the implementation
all proposed pilot
innovations

18

Detailed briefing of
the implementation
all proposed pilot
innovations

1 - IDP
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Work package number 9

WP5

Work package title

Terminals Operational Simulations

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
1 End month

6 - MAC
17

Objectives
The objective of this work package is to build a decision support environment that supports in optimizing the design
and the operational performance of freight terminals. To reach this objective we will:
- Develop a data model that describes all relevant data used in the simulation component library.
- Develop a simulation component library (the decision support environment) for the operational simulation of all sorts
of freight terminals.
- Link the developed simulation component library to external systems, such as integrated planning environment.
- Perform operational simulation experiments by using the simulation component library as part of two case studies.

Description of work and role of partners
WP5 - Terminals Operational Simulations [Months: 1-17]
MAC, IDP, CENIT, VTT, VIAS , CSI, VIAN, KIR
This work package will be led and mostly implemented by Macomi. The other participants will support Macomi by
providing inputs and reviewing the conceptual models, data models from freight terminals and simulation components
library. More members will join in to collaborate on the experimentation in real case studies in the last task.
The package will consist of the following tasks:
• Task 5.1 Data collection
• Task 5.2 Ontology and conceptual modelling
• Task 5.3 Development of the simulation component library
• Task 5.4 Coupling of simulation model components with overarching architecture
• Task 5.5 Calibration and validation
• Task 5.6 Experimentation with real cases
Task 5.1 Data collection (Leader: MAC & CSI. M1-6)
The first task of the project consists of data collection. Macomi and ContShip Italia join to collect data. The responsibility
of ContShip Italia is to provide data and to facilitate access to data sources from different terminals. Data of all types
of different terminals need to be collected, such as multimodal, rolling road, sea port, river port, dry port, rail freight
corridors hub, industrial terminals and automotive terminals. In any case human participants will be involved in pilot
cases. Thus no interviews are envisaged for use case requirements. ContShip Italia has several of these terminals in
their portfolio. The responsibility of Macomi is to determine the type of data that needs to be collected and process the
data so that it can be used in the next tasks.
For every type of terminal, we need to:
• Determine the type of data is required. This sub-tasks will start by identifying what data will be used in the operational
simulation models. Several types of data can be thought of: volumes, volume developments, seasonal impacts, modal
splits, staffing, processing times, arrival patterns or equipment related data, etc. Simulations models will not require
users’ personal data.
• Collect the data. Once the type of data that will used is determined, it has to be collected. Data has to be collected
from different sources, such as terminals, equipment suppliers, customers, etc. Again, no personal sensitive data will
be required.
• Clean, aggregate and interpret the collected. The ‘raw’ data was to be processed before it is usable in the operational
simulation data.
• Validate the data. The cleaned and aggregated data will be examined with domain experts from the fields of
transportation and simulation. The experts will judge and check if the data is valid and thus usable for the rest of the
project.
• Write the data model. Once all data has been collected, cleaned and validated it will be written down in a data model.
The data model describes what data and how it is used in the operational simulation models. This provides the basis
for the simulation component library.
Task 5.2 Ontology and conceptual modelling framework (Leader: MAC and CENIT. M3-7)
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During the ontological and conceptual modelling, a conceptual modelling framework of the simulation components
will be developed. The goal is to create an ontology and conceptual architecture that covers the scope for all types of
terminals in the proposed scenarios.
In this task we will determine:
• The simulation components (scope) and the variety of components to simulation various types of terminal
• How the simulation components work internally and how they interact.
• The level of abstraction of the components.
• The set of allocation and scheduling algorithms used in the simulation models.
The ontology and conceptual architecture will be input for the next task, in which the simulation component library
will be developed.
Task 5.3 Development of the simulation component library (Leader: MAC. M4-7)
The actual simulation model components will be developed in this task. The data from task 4.1 and conceptual model
from task 4.2 are the input for the development. The following steps will be taken:
• Coding or programming the actual simulation components.
• Development of the user interface (input). How the users interact with the simulation model and define scenarios.
• Development of user interface (output). The results of the simulation scenarios will be represented in Key Performance
Indicators and graphs.
• Testing of the simulation components. Internal test procedures will check to check if the components are working
properly.
• Optimizing the performance of the simulation components.
• Testing of the scalability. Some terminals process large volumes. The simulation components need to able to experiment
with large amounts of data within certain time constraints.
• Demonstration of the simulation components. The developed library will be demonstrated to the several consortium
partners for feedback.
Task 5.4 Coupling of simulation model components with overarching architecture (Leader: MAC, IDP, VTT, VIAN.
M5-8)
The goal of this sub-task is to make connections between the simulation component library to other external systems
and/or software, such as the BIM, through web services. This way the advantages of model based working and planning
data is enriched with operational aspects. The BIM can be used for state-of-the-art 3D animations of the simulated
terminals. To achieve this Macomi will collaborate with IDP and their BIM. The following steps will be taken:
• Conceptual mapping of the BIM design components to the simulation library components
• Conceptual mapping of simulation output to BIM data structure
• Coding of the BIM to simulation interface
• Prototype of visual simulation
Task 5.5 Calibration and validation (Leader: MAC and CSI. M8-10)
Once the actual development of the operational simulation component library has finished, the simulation components
need to be calibrated and validated. The validation is a check to see if the components of the library closely represent
reality. The components will be validated by using several techniques, such as expert validation workshop, statistical
analysis and automated testing scripts. Calibration focuses on fine-tuning the components for specific application
domains. The results of this calibration and validation is a functional library of simulation components that is ready
to be deployed in test cases.
Task 5.6 Experimentation with real cases (Leader: MAC and CSI. M10-17)
The simulation components will be applied in real life cases for the first time in this task. MAC and CSI will jointly
execute this task. CSI will provide access to the data, knowledge and people of the terminals. CSI will in essence act as
customer of the simulation component library. MAC is responsible building the simulation model and all other related
activities. The components of the simulation library will be fine-tuned or adjusted based on the findings of the real
life cases.

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP5 effort

1 - IDP

7.40

3 - CENIT

5.00
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Partner number and short name

WP5 effort

5 - VTT

4.00

6 - MAC

33.50

7 - VIAS

1.70

9 - CSI

3.00

12 - VIAN

1.00

14 - KIR

1.00
Total

56.60

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

D5.1

Deliverable Title

Data model

Lead beneficiary

6 - MAC

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Other

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

6

Other

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

9

D5.2

Ontology and
conceptual
modelling

D5.3

Operational
simulation
simulation model
6 - MAC
of the first real-life
case.

Demonstrator

Public

17

D5.4

Operational
simulation
simulation model
of the second reallife case.

Demonstrator

Public

17

6 - MAC

6 - MAC

Description of deliverables
The deliverables in this WP will cover simulation of the terminal operation of the real-life cases, including the data
model, ontology and the simulation models for each case.
D5.1 : Data model [6]
Data model
D5.2 : Ontology and conceptual modelling [9]
Ontology and conceptual modelling
D5.3 : Operational simulation simulation model of the first real-life case. [17]
Operational simulation simulation model of the first real-life case.
D5.4 : Operational simulation simulation model of the second real-life case. [17]
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Operational simulation simulation model of the second real-life case.

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

1 - IDP

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

6 - MAC

15

First demonstration of
the library of simulation
components

MS10

Second demonstration
of the library
6 - MAC
of simulation
components

18

Second demonstration of
the library of simulation
components

MS11

Results first case

6 - MAC

17

Results first case

MS12

Results second case
(month 24)

6 - MAC

17

Results second case
(month 24)

MS13

Parameters of BIM
virtual design of
terminal checked
against real terminal
operational and
maintenance
performance

17

Parameters of BIM
virtual design of terminal
checked against real
terminal operational and
maintenance performance

Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS9

First demonstration
of the library
of simulation
components

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

6 - MAC
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Work package number 9

WP6

Work package title

External Mobility effects (research activity)

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
6 End month

3 - CENIT
30

Objectives
The main objective of this work package is to complement the integrated decision support tool by considering (and
simulating) the impact of the intermodal terminal on the mobility of the surrounding inland transport network and vice
versa. As WP6 is exclusively dedicated to the rail network, this work package is focused on the road network reaching
the terminal. To do this the work team will:
- Develop a data model for all sort of intermodal freight terminals
- Set the simulation model approach and link it to the BIM model and the operation simulation
- Calculate the generated/attracted trips of a terminal
- Simulate the hinterland mobility of La Spezia and Melzo terminals and calibrate the model
- Estimate external mobility KPI and KRI of pilot cases in La Spezia and Melzo terminals

Description of work and role of partners
WP6 - External Mobility effects (research activity) [Months: 6-30]
CENIT, FGC , MAC, CSI, APSP
This work package will be led and mostly carried out by CENIT. CSI and APSP will contribute by providing the required
input data to implement the external mobility simulation in the La Spezia and Melzo terminals. The rest of the partners
will review and contribute to the simulation model setting and to the implementation of the pilot cases.
In the first place, a traffic micro simulation model will be set and calibrated using raw data from the road transport
network of La Spezia and Melzo terminals. Secondly, the simulation will be applied to the pilot cases in the terminals
of La Spezia and Melzo and the corresponding KPI and KRI will be computed to assess the impacts of each pilot on
the external mobility.
Task 6.1 Simulation model setting (Leader: CENIT. Participants: MAC, CSI, APSP, VTT. M6-18)
This task aims to provide the modelling framework to correctly simulate the impacts of the generated and attracted
mobility of the terminal on the performance of the surrounding road network.
Subtask 6.1.1 Input data model
In the first place, a generic input data model for all sorts of intermodal freight terminals has to be defined. The external
mobility simulation will get inputs from the operation simulation of the terminal and from the BIM model, thus, it
should be determined which outputs from the previous work packages are most relevant for this one. The simulation
will also require input from the transport network layout, the available capacity and the traffic flows. It will be critical
to correctly define the level of detail of input data. Once all data has been collected, cleaned and validated, the data
model will be defined. The data model describes what data and how it is introduced into the traffic simulation model.
The simulation model will not require personal sensitive data. In any case human participants will be involved in pilot
cases. No interviews are envisaged for use case requirements.
Subtask 6.1.2 Attracted/generated trips model
This subtask consists in setting the methodology to estimate the number of trucks entering and leaving the terminal as
a function of the offer/demand of freight volume. In the case of La Spezia and Melzo terminals, this estimation will
be based on the observed number of trucks and on the loading capacity of trucks incoming to the terminal (if no data
in this sense can be provided). Moreover, recommendations will be provided to do this estimation for a generic case
based on European averages of trucks capacities.
Subtask 6.1.3 Simulation model approach
The simulation will be performed in a micro scale in order to reach a sufficient level of detail to interact with the BIM
design of the terminal and the operation simulation. A traffic micro simulation software will be used to introduce the
generated and attracted flows of the terminal into/from the surrounding transport network. The simulation outputs will
have to be expressed in terms of the KPI and KRI defined in WP2.
Task 6.2 Calibration and validation (Leader: CENIT. Participants: CSI, APSP) (18-24 M)
In this task the work team will implement the simulation in the actual setting of the La Spezia and Melzo terminals in
order to calibrate and validate the simulation model.
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Subtask 6.2.1 Data collection
In close relationship with CSI and APSP, the required data about the traffic flows incoming to the terminal and at the
surrounding road network will be collected. Also, data will be gathered about the current surrounding road network
quality of service and environmental indicators. These will be used to calibrate the simulation model.
Subtask 6.2.2 Simulation in the real cases
The simulation will be performed for the La Spezia and Melzo surrounding transport network using a traffic micro
simulation software. For each terminal the external mobility KPIs and KRIs will be computed through the simulation
software.
Subtask 6.2.3 Calibration and validation
The model will be calibrated and validated by comparing the output KPIs of the simulation with the measured KPIs
in the road network.
Task 6.3 Assessment of external mobility affectations (Leader: CENIT. Participants: CSI, APSP) (24-30M)
This task aims at assessing the external mobility affectations of the pilot cases at the La Spezia and Melzo intermodal
terminals. The traffic micro simulation will be performed for these pilot cases and the external mobility KPIs and KRIs
will be computed. These indicators will be interpreted and compared to the reference case to draw conclusions on the
derived changes.
Besides from this, the impacts on external mobility will be valorised in terms of external costs (congestion, accidents,
environmental impacts, etc.). In this way, the affectation can be alternatively interpreted in a single costs unit. This
provides a simple assessment method that is complementary to KPIs and KRIs.

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP6 effort

2 - FGC

1.00

3 - CENIT

14.20

6 - MAC

2.00

9 - CSI

4.00

10 - APSP

2.30
Total

23.50

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D6.1

External mobility
simulation model

3 - CENIT

Demonstrator

Public

18

D6.2

External mobility
actual performance
in the La Spezia
3 - CENIT
and Melzo
terminals

Demonstrator

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

24

D6.3

Assessment of
external mobility
impacts of La
Spezia and Melzo
pilot cases

Other

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

30

3 - CENIT
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Description of deliverables
Deliverables will cover the simulation model of external mobility, with deliverables for the actual performance of the
pilots and assessment of the external mobility impacts.
D6.1 : External mobility simulation model [18]
External mobility simulation model
D6.2 : External mobility actual performance in the La Spezia and Melzo terminals [24]
External mobility actual performance in the La Spezia and Melzo terminals
D6.3 : Assessment of external mobility impacts of La Spezia and Melzo pilot cases [30]
Assessment of external mobility impacts of La Spezia and Melzo pilot cases

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS14

Launch of the
external mobility
simulation model

MS15

Presentation of the
external mobility
assessment of the
pilot cases in La
Spezia and Melzo
terminals

Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

1 - IDP

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

3 - CENIT

24

Launch of the external
mobility simulation
model

30

Presentation of the
external mobility
assessment of the pilot
cases in La Spezia and
Melzo terminals

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

3 - CENIT
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Work package number 9

WP7

Work package title

Interconnection Simulations (research activity)

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
6 End month

6 - MAC
32

Objectives
The main objective of this work package is to create an assessment tool for railway links connecting intermodal terminals
by simulating the operation of the interconnection. This simulation will take advantage of the BIM modelling and the
operation simulation at each terminal. To achieve it the work team will:
- Implement the interconnection simulation to the actual state of the La Spezia-Melzo corridor to calibrate and validate
the model
- Test pilot cases in the La Spezia-Melzo railway corridor
- Test pilot cases in a rail corridor connecting the two virtual terminals as a function of various test scenarios
- Test the resilience of a rail link connecting two virtual intermodal terminals, a Sea Port and a Dry Port which combines
Bulk and Containers.

Description of work and role of partners
WP7 - Interconnection Simulations (research activity) [Months: 6-32]
MAC, FGC , CENIT, DHL, VIAS , CSI, APSP, KIR
This work package will be led by CSI with the technical support in operation simulation of MAC. CENIT will also
contribute in the assessment of pilot cases and the network resilience.
WP6 aims to provide a network-wide assessment tool by considering the connection of a terminal to other logistic
nodes through the Railway infrastructure. In that sense, the network-wide approach is essential both in planning and
design terms as logistic nodes are highly interrelated. A bad design of the elements of the multimodal terminal and its
connection to the existing and future network transport system can ruin the performance of the terminal and the logistic
centres associated to it.
In this sense, the BIM terminal model and the operation simulation of an individual terminal developed in previous
WP would not be complete without considering the influence of the underlying logistics network will have in the
performance of each terminal. The interconnection of two terminals constitutes a basic logistic structure and, thus,
conclusions on the interrelation with the general logistics network can be drawn from analyzing this limited and welldefined problem.
The study of the interconnection is focused on rail transport as one of the objectives of the project is to increase the
modal share of freight rail. There is a clear trade-off regarding the transported freight volumes of trains connecting
two terminals. Increased volumes lead to lower service frequencies and, thus, to lower operational costs but, in turn, to
higher waiting times of goods in the terminal. Maintenance costs can be also increased by loading higher volumes onto
freight trains. Obviously, the solution for this trade-off is subjected to many constrains, for example, the capacity of rail
terminals, the maximum length and weight in the rail infrastructure, etc.
This work package will test and assess different designs of the rail terminals and the rail infrastructure itself to provide,
for each of the proposed scenarios, an optimal solution taking into account the previously mentioned transport tradeoff and the individual terminals’ performance. In this sense, the objective is to decrease the overall logistic costs of rail
links between intermodal terminals and promote a modal shift to freight rail transport.
The team in charge of this work package will develop and implement the interconnection operation simulation tool,
which is an extension of the operation simulation at each individual terminal. Part of the inputs and outputs of goods in
each terminal will become outputs or inputs in the other and, thus, affect their respective performances and the efficiency
of the rail interconnection. For this reason, the results of the interconnection simulation will be assessed both in terms
of the rail network and the terminal KPIs and KRIs.
The interconnection simulation will be linked to the BIM model of each terminal. In this way, a change in the design
of rail terminals and links can be quickly and effectively assessed in terms of its network-wide impacts. This provides
a significant improvement in the decision making when planning and designing an intermodal terminal.
This interconnection simulator will be firstly applied to the real case of the link between the container terminal in La
Spezia seaport and the Melzo inland terminal to calibrate and validate the model. This connection has a frequency of
28 weekly trains and has an average travel time of 5 hours. It runs on the Genoa railway line with a maximum length
of 440 metres and a maximum weight of 1000 tons. In this sense, this corridor is a suited example that represents a
wide range of European cases.
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This work package will gather the defined pilot cases for the rail interconnection between two terminals defined in
WP2. These pilot cases will be simulated for all the relevant scenarios and will be assessed in terms of the respective
KPI and KRI.
Besides from this, a complementary objective of this work package is to assess the performance of a rail interconnection
in terms of resiliency. In the logistic sector, reliability in quality of service and delivery time are essential factors. Thus,
it is important to analyze if the system can keep an acceptable level of service in the face of fault scenarios.
Task 7.1 Building an operational simulation model of two pilot terminals (Leader: MAC. Participants: APSP, CSI,
CENIT, VIAS, KIR. M6-18)
This task aims to provide the modelling framework to correctly simulate the joint operation of two terminals connected
by a rail link.
Subtask 7.1.1 Input data model
This task will consist of developing the required input data model to implement the interconnection simulation. This
is, to detail all the required data sources and to define the post processing of this data. The objective is to create a data
model as generic as possible. The simulator will take inputs from the characteristics of the terminal introduced into the
BIM model, especially regarding the layout of the railway terminal. The simulation will also require input data from the
layout of the rail interconnection, its capacity, maximum speed, length and weight, etc. No personal sensitive data will be
used since no human participants will be involved in pilot cases. No interviews are envisaged for use case requirements.
VÍAS will be responsible for defining the structure of the data collected in the periodic inspections, in order to be able to
incorporate them into the Smart framework developed in the Optirail Project (7th Framework Programme) led by VÍAS,
allowing the design of a predictive maintenance plan, serving as a support for decision-making, based on Computational
intelligence techniques.
VÍAS will define different maintenance tasks to be carried out in the line that will be integrated in the model.
(Performance, costs, equipment and materials...) Work orders or maintenance tasks in this line must be taken into account
in the operational simulation of terminals.
Subtask 7.1.2 Simulation model setting
The operational simulation of the individual terminal developed in WP4 will be extended to take into account the
interconnection between two terminals through a railway link. Freight volumes transported onto the interconnection
railway will be output from one terminal and input to another and vice versa. Moreover, the interconnection model will
simulate the composition of trains and the transported freight volumes based on optimization algorithms and on a given
capacity of the rail terminals and the rail link. The results of the simulation model will be expressed in terms of the KPI
and KRI defined in WP2 for the rail network and the terminal.
Task 7.2 Calibration and validation (Leader: CSI. Participants: APSP, MAC, CENIT, VIAS, KIR. M18-22)
In close relation with CSI and APSP, data will be collected of the required simulation input data and also of the current
state KPI of the rail interconnection in La Spezia-Melzo corridor. The operational simulator will be implemented in
the La Spezia-Melzo corridor to calibrate and validate the model by comparing the model outputs with the gathered
raw data on actual state KPI.
Task 7.3 Assessment of interconnection pilot cases (Leader: CSI. Participants: APSP, MAC, CENIT, VIAS, FGC, DHL,
KIR. M22-32)
Once the operational simulator is correctly set for the current state of La Spezia-Melzo corridor, it will be implemented
in the pilot interconnection cases previously defined. Then, for each of the set scenarios, pilot cases will be assessed
according to the resulting KPIs and KRIs. From this assessment, the work team will extract conclusions on the
conveinence of introducing innovations included into the pilot cases in the analyzed intermodal terminals.
Task 7.4 Interconnection resilience testing (Leader: MAC. Participants: APSP, CSI, CENIT, VIAS, FGC, DHL, KIR.
M28-32)
The network resilience will be tested both in real and pilot cases. Several fault scenarios will be defined to assess the
network performance in these conditions. Different settings of the network will be evaluated in terms of resiliency to
draw conclusions in this sense.

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP7 effort

2 - FGC

1.80
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Partner number and short name

WP7 effort

3 - CENIT

6.00

4 - DHL

3.00

6 - MAC

11.40

7 - VIAS

4.50

9 - CSI

5.90

10 - APSP

0.40

14 - KIR

3.00
Total

36.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Demonstrator

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

24

D7.1

Rail
interconnection
simulator

D7.2

Assessment of the
rail interconnection 9 - CSI
pilot cases

Report

Public

30

D7.3

Assessment of rail
interconnection
resilience

Report

Public

32

9 - CSI

9 - CSI

Description of deliverables
Deliverables will cover rail interconnections simulation, including reports for assessment of the pilot cases
performance and the resilience.
D7.1 : Rail interconnection simulator [24]
Rail interconnection simulator
D7.2 : Assessment of the rail interconnection pilot cases [30]
Assessment of the rail interconnection pilot cases
D7.3 : Assessment of rail interconnection resilience [32]
Assessment of rail interconnection resilience

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

Lead beneficiary

Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period

1 - IDP

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

Lead beneficiary

Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

objectives (Financial
and technical).

objectives (Financial and
technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

MS16

Launch of the
interconnection
simulation model
(calibrated and
verified) (26M)

26

Launch of the
interconnection
simulation model
(calibrated and verified)
(26M)

MS17

Presentation of the
conclusions derived
from the assessment
6 - MAC
of rail interconnection
pilot cases

32

Presentation of the
conclusions derived from
the assessment of rail
interconnection pilot
cases

MS18

Presentation of the
conclusions derived
from the assessment
of the rail network
resilience test

6 - MAC

34

Presentation of the
conclusions derived from
the assessment of the rail
network resilience test

MS19

Validation of DSS in
real location (pilot)

6 - MAC

32

Validation of DSS in real
location (pilot)

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

6 - MAC
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Work package number 9

WP8

Work package title

Functional, economic and environmental analysis

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
4 End month

4 - DHL
36

Objectives
Assessment of the functional, economic and environmental effects and the underlying driver models of inter- and
multimodal terminals.
- Which drivers (measured through standard macro and micro economic and logistics specific Key Performance
Indicators) determine the overall impact?
- How can these aspects be integrated in decision processes and anticipated in planning, building and operating interand multimodal terminals?
- Integration of WP 3-6 results and assessment of their influence on functional, economic and environmental impacts
of intermodal terminals.

Description of work and role of partners
WP8 - Functional, economic and environmental analysis [Months: 4-36]
DHL, IDP, FGC , CENIT, MAC, VIAS , BED, CSI, APSP, ZNIK, BASF, KIR
(where appropriate, broken down into tasks), lead partner and role of participants
Task 8.1: Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental analysis. (Leader: DHL Participants:
IDP, FGC, CENIT, MAC, VIAS, BED, CSI, APSP, BASF, KIR. M4-28)
Subtask 8.1.1: Functional analysis – In this section the roles and influence of intermodal terminals on the overall logistics
networks (“logistics grid”) are described. Opportunities and risks are assessed based on current and expected trade flows
(focus on European import and export) and the development of main transportation modes (land, air, ocean/water).
Focus will be on location, size and functional scope (e.g. rail and road, container and bulk load).
Subtask 8.1.2: Economic analysis – In this section the economic aspects of an intermodal terminal will be assessed. This
includes the microeconomic dimension of the terminal as a profit oriented business model as well as the macroeconomic
dimension of a terminal as infrastructure and potential enabler for local development. It describes on one hand the
prerequisites and criteria which determine profitable operations and on the other hand the influence on the hinterland
(attractiveness of a city/area as business location).
Subtask 8.1.3: Environmental analysis – In this section the environmental impacts of intermodal terminals will be
assessed. This includes effects during building or enlargement phases of terminals and the effects of terminal operations
(carbon footprint, handling of dangerous goods and related environmental risks). In this context terminals are seen as
integral parts of larger logistics networks, the related infrastructure and their environmental impacts.
Task 8.2: Assessment of current transportation and logistics studies and statistical data and their implications for
intermodal terminals (Leader: DHL Participants: IDP, CENIT, VIAS, BED, ZNIK, KIR. M21-27)
Subtask 8.2.1: Identification and analysis of current studies and publications on their implications for intermodal
terminals. This includes publications on (non-exhaustive selection):
• logistics networks and infrastructure requirements
• markets and trade developments
• white papers and scenarios on societies/cities of the future (e.g. alternative sourcing strategies)
• logistics and the influence of technology (e.g. automation, traceability, end to end process integration)
• socio-economic and environmental assessments of infrastructure projects (e.g. enlargement of ports and related
infrastructure including terminals and rail networks)
Subtask 8.2.2: Review of statistical market data and forecasts (e.g. EUROSTAT) and business publications on the
development of trade flows and logistics networks (demand and supply side). This includes publications (non-exhaustive
selection) of:
• International statistics institutions (e.g. EUROSTAT and the national statistics agencies)
• Public and private logistics companies (road, rail, air, ocean)
• Infrastructure developers and operators (e.g. rail networks)
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• Transportation intensive and dependent industries (e.g. chemicals, automotive, fast moving consumer goods,
manufacturing and machinery)
Task 8.3: Validation and reconciliation of results at selected terminals (Leader: DHL Participants: IDP, CENIT, VIAS,
BED, KIR. M25-34)
Subtask 8.3.1: The validation itself will take place onsite at selected terminals together with local specialists. Focus
of the assessment will be on completeness, consistency and operability of defined and proposed measures and KPIs.
Another aspect will be to differentiate between general requirements for intermodal terminals and local specifics.
Task 8.4: Integration of the key results (Leader: DHL Participants: IDP, CENIT, MAC, VIAS, BED, ZNIK, BASF,
KIR. M29-36)
Integration of the previous work packages’ results (1 to 6) and development of recommendations for functional,
economic and environmental operation of intermodal terminals.
Subtask 8.4.1: The results, implications and recommendations of the work packages 1-6 and the subtasks 1-4 will be
summarized and put into relation.
Subtask 8.4.2: Development of recommendations for new or to be remodelled intermodal terminals. This includes
functional aspects of terminal operation, location and integration in local infrastructure, economic aspects as
performance and profitability and environmental aspects as how to minimize adverse environmental effects and
systematic risk management.

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP8 effort

1 - IDP

5.50

2 - FGC

0.20

3 - CENIT

0.90

4 - DHL

11.90

6 - MAC

4.00

7 - VIAS

4.60

8 - BED

5.60

9 - CSI

0.50

10 - APSP

0.10

11 - ZNIK

5.50

13 - BASF

4.80

14 - KIR

2.00
Total

45.60

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D8.1

Definition and
description
of functional,
economic and
environmental
analysis.

4 - DHL

Report

Public
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20

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D8.2

Assessment (meta
study) of current
transportation and
logistics studies
and trade statistics

4 - DHL

Report

Public

27

D8.3

Set of Key
Performance
Indicators
for assessing
and operating
intermodal
terminals
(functional,
economic and
environmental
perspective)

4 - DHL

Report

Public

34

D8.4

Assessment
and validation
workshops
onsite at selected
terminals with
local specialists

4 - DHL

Report

Public

34

D8.5

Summary of
results of work
packages 2-7
and implications.
Recommendations
for new and
to be renewed
intermodal
terminals
(functional,
economic, and
environmental
perspective).
(Month 8)

4 - DHL

Report

Public

36

Description of deliverables
Deliverables will cover the functional, economic and environmental analysis of the pilot cases and their integration
into the BIM model. With the final reports on KPIs, assessment of hte pilot cases and a summary of results from the
previous WPs and recommendations.
D8.1 : Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental analysis. [20]
Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental analysis.
D8.2 : Assessment (meta study) of current transportation and logistics studies and trade statistics [27]
Assessment (meta study) of current transportation and logistics studies and trade statistics
D8.3 : Set of Key Performance Indicators for assessing and operating intermodal terminals (functional, economic and
environmental perspective) [34]
Set of Key Performance Indicators for assessing and operating intermodal terminals (functional, economic and
environmental perspective)
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D8.4 : Assessment and validation workshops onsite at selected terminals with local specialists [34]
Assessment and validation workshops onsite at selected terminals with local specialists
D8.5 : Summary of results of work packages 2-7 and implications. Recommendations for new and to be renewed
intermodal terminals (functional, economic, and environmental perspective). (Month 8) [36]
Summary of results of work packages 2-7 and implications. Recommendations for new and to be renewed intermodal
terminals (functional, economic, and environmental perspective). (Month 8)

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

Lead beneficiary

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS20

Reduction on forecast
of expenditures on
maintenance and
4 - DHL
operational costs
reaching set target
metrics

MS21

Reduction on
environmental impact
forecast evaluation
4 - DHL
reaching set target
metrics

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Reduction on forecast
of expenditures on
maintenance and
operational costs reaching
set target metrics

36

Reduction on
environmental impact
forecast evaluation
reaching set target metrics

Work package number 9

WP9

Work package title

Exploitation, dissemination and communication

Start month

Lead beneficiary 10
1 End month

1 - IDP
36

Objectives
The objective of this work package is to develop a comprehensive and extensive strategy for exploitation and
dissemination of the results and communication of the project. This set of activities in this work package will:
- Protect the intellectual property generated during the project.
- Promote and exploit the results of the project.
- Disseminate activities beyond the consortium to a wider audience.
- Promote the action and visibility of EU funding.
These activities are inter-related and will be conceived and implemented in a coherent way, with the overall objective
of facilitating exploitation of results.

Description of work and role of partners
WP9 - Exploitation, dissemination and communication [Months: 1-36]
IDP, FGC , CENIT, DHL, VTT, MAC, VIAS , BED, CSI, APSP, ZNIK, VIAN, BASF, KIR
Task 9.1 IPR protection (Leader: IDP. Participants; All M1-36)
The Exploitation Board (EB) will be responsible for the protection of the knowledge which results from the project. The
EB will record all IPR which results from the research actions and will carry out exhaustive patent searches and file for
patent (or other IPR) applications. The EB will also take into account IPR ownership and exploitation agreements from
within and outside the consortium in the form of potential license agreements. At the second INTERMODEL general
meeting, there will be a discussion on the protection of IPR and the use of patenting. Patent searches will be carried
out and if appropriate, patents will be applied for.
The IPR protection strategy will first be applied by taking precedence of the local National Patents Offices through the
first experimental results, then by taking into account the evolution of the project the patent will be extended to PCT
(Patent Cooperation Treaty) at the end of the project (M36).
Task 9.2 Exploitation (Leader: IDP. Participants: All)
The objective of this task will be to prepare the ground for further exploitation of the results.
The Exploitation Agreement (EA) will be produced in M18 by the Exploitation Board and will detail the agreements
between the consortium members on exploitation. It will be revised every 6 months in specific sessions during the
INTERMODEL general meetings. A draft of this EA will be produced at M13 to identify potential exploitation
discrepancies among partners. It will reflect procedures for defining and handling the background knowledge and will
cover exploitation restrictions, licensing arrangements and protection of the intellectual property generated within the
project, as well as methods for disseminating and exploiting the results. The EA will complement the Consortium
Agreement (CA).
A Plan for the Exploitation and Dissemination of results will also be produced following the requested format in the
contractual agreement with the EC for the periodic and final technical reports. The final Plan for the Exploitation and
Dissemination will describe the routes of dissemination for all the participants for the project results and their plans
for the exploitation of these results.
Task 9.3 Dissemination (Leader: ZNIK. Participants: All M1-36)
All partners will take an active role in discussing and deciding the content of the material to be published to ensure that
no confidential information is disclosed, which could jeopardize the industrial property or patentable techniques and
technology resulting from the project. All activities to transfer knowledge outside of the consortium will be coordinated
by ZNIK and approved by the Exploitation Board. The following activities will be undertaken:
- Design, creation and maintenance of an INTERMODEL website: The platform for the website will be created by
ZNIK. The website will be updated with significant developments during the project and the relevant non-confidential
information and results will be made available on it. The partners will include a link to the project website on their own
websites. Despite of being a dissemination tool, the website has been considered as a deliverable in WP0 (and not in
WP8), because it will also have a private intranet that will be used for the management of the consortium (minutes,
deliverables, etc.).
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- Presentation of project results in specific conferences. The results catalogued and agreed as “declassified” for all
consortium members and project achievements will be published and presented at international conferences, congresses
and fairs, especially in the main sectorial events with a high industrial participation to increase project visibility.
- Articles and papers of the results generated during the project execution will be published in journals and appropriate
sectorial magazines.
-Liaising and clustering with other R&I projects, both internally and externally, especially regarding H2020 2015
Mobility for Growth calls under societal challenge "Smart Green and integrated Transport" or previous related projects.
The dissemination and communication plan will precisely identify the target group for each tool/ channel planned in
WP9. These targets groups include Container Terminal Operators, Port authorities, logistics and transport industry,
European Commission, academia and scientific actors.
Task 9.4 Communication (Leader: ZNIK. Participants: All M1-36)
The beneficiaries will promote the project and its results by providing targeted information to multiple audiences in a
way that can be understood by non-specialists. A comprehensive communication plan will be prepared at the beginning
of the project based on the draft included in the proposal. The main type of communication activities are described below:
- Preparation of two electronic project brochures (in PDF format), one at the beginning of the project to present it and
one at the end of the project to present the results.
- Production of Draft Press Releases for the Project Consortium at the KoM, General Assembly Meetings and Final
Meeting, will also be published on appropriate webpages and local and national newspapers.
- The INTERMODEL partners will attend sectorial Trade shows and Fairs to promote the results of the project, especially
amongst key stakeholders such as Container Terminal Operators, Port authorities and logistics and transport industry.
A communication plan will describe all the different activities to match targets and tools. The communication plan
identifies the specific target group within the basic categories of users, public and private bodies. The target group
selection will be made by exploring the projects network and by additional research about their expectations and needs,
including the key stakeholders mentioned above. Selection will be necessary, because it is not feasible to address the
whole range of stakeholders out of one project. So proposed criteria are for example: a high impact for specific group
or region relative to effort and expenses needed to reach the intended communication goals, etc.
Dissemination and communication targets are:
• 5000 visits since launch of the website
• at least 6 articles and papers within the project life
• project presentation in at least in 4 logistics or transport events, such as fairs like TOC 2016, Transport Logistic 2017,
etc.
In addition, the participation of project partners within clusters will allow sharing the carried out research with other
stakeholders through personal meetings. For example, the coordinator IDP is a member of the RailGrup cluster and has
also undertaken the MetGrow Raw Material Commitment, along with another partner, VTT. This RMC has allowed
IDP and VTT to join in another proposal where other RMC partners are going to participate and where research and
know-how from this project will certainly be implemented.
(http://www.railgrup.net/socios.php)
(https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/eip-raw-materials/en/content/metal-recovery-low-grade-ores-and-wastes)

Participation per Partner
Partner number and short name

WP9 effort

1 - IDP

6.80

2 - FGC

0.70

3 - CENIT

0.70

4 - DHL

1.00

5 - VTT

3.00

6 - MAC

1.00

7 - VIAS

0.80

8 - BED

1.00

9 - CSI

1.00
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Partner number and short name

WP9 effort

10 - APSP

0.50

11 - ZNIK

4.40

12 - VIAN

3.00

13 - BASF

1.80

14 - KIR

1.00
Total

26.70

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

D9.1

Communication
Plan 1

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

6

D9.2

Communication
Plan 2

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

12

D9.3

Communication
Plan 3

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

18

D9.4

Communication
Plan 4

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

24

D9.5

Communication
Plan 5

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

30

D9.6

Communication
Plan 6

11 - ZNIK

Report

Public

36

D9.7

Electronic
project brochure
completed and
available for
distribution

11 - ZNIK

Websites,
patents filling,
etc.

Public

10

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

18

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

24

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

30

D9.8

D9.9

D9.10

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 1

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 2

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 3

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

Deliverable Title

Lead beneficiary

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Report

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

36

D9.11

Exploitation
Agreement initial
version 4

D9.12

Final dissemination
brochure
completed and
11 - ZNIK
available for
distribution

Websites,
patents filling,
etc.

Public

36

D9.13

Conference paper
1: Integrated
planning
environment in
terminal projects

Report

Public

12

D9.14

Conference paper
2: Decision support
for owners of
11 - ZNIK
terminal projects
(VTT; WP1; M26)

Websites,
patents filling,
etc.

Public

26

1 - IDP

11 - ZNIK

Description of deliverables
Deliverables will include a periodic communication plan, a periodic exploitation plan, brochures regarding the Project
and dissemination activities which incude conclusions and results from workshops and industry events, as well as
conference parpers.
D9.1 : Communication Plan 1 [6]
Communication Plan 1
D9.2 : Communication Plan 2 [12]
Communication Plan 2
D9.3 : Communication Plan 3 [18]
Communication Plan 3
D9.4 : Communication Plan 4 [24]
Communication Plan 4
D9.5 : Communication Plan 5 [30]
Communication Plan 5
D9.6 : Communication Plan 6 [36]
Communication Plan 6
D9.7 : Electronic project brochure completed and available for distribution [10]
Electronic project brochure completed and available for distribution
D9.8 : Exploitation Agreement initial version 1 [18]
Exploitation Agreement initial versión 1
D9.9 : Exploitation Agreement initial version 2 [24]
Exploitation Agreement initial version 2
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D9.10 : Exploitation Agreement initial version 3 [30]
Exploitation Agreement initial versión 3
D9.11 : Exploitation Agreement initial version 4 [36]
Exploitation Agreement initial version 4
D9.12 : Final dissemination brochure completed and available for distribution [36]
Final dissemination brochure completed and available for distribution
D9.13 : Conference paper 1: Integrated planning environment in terminal projects [12]
Conference paper 1: Integrated planning environment in terminal projects
D9.14 : Conference paper 2: Decision support for owners of terminal projects (VTT; WP1; M26) [26]
Conference paper 2: Decision support for owners of terminal projects (VTT; WP1; M26)

Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS22

M8.1 Signed
agreement between
partners for
exploitation of the
INTERMODEL
developed tools

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Signed agreement
between partners
for exploitation of
the INTERMODEL
developed tools

Work package number 9

WP10

Work package title

Ethics requirements

1 - IDP

Lead beneficiary 10

Start month

1 End month

36

Objectives
The objective is to ensure compliance with the 'ethics requirements' set out in this work package.
Description of work and role of partners
WP10 - Ethics requirements [Months: 1-36]
IDP
This work package sets out the 'ethics requirements' that the project must comply with.

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number 14

D10.1

D10.2

Deliverable Title

H - Requirement
No. 1

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

POPD 1 - IDP
Requirement No. 2

Type 15

Dissemination level Due Date (in
16
months) 17

Ethics

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

6

Ethics

Confidential, only
for members of
the consortium
(including the
Commission
Services)

6

Description of deliverables
The 'ethics requirements' that the project must comply with are included as deliverables in this work package.
D10.1 : H - Requirement No. 1 [6]
Details on the procedures and criteria that will be used to identify/recruit research participants must be provided.
Detailed information must be provided on the informed consent procedures that will be implemented for the
participation of humans. Templates of the informed consent forms and information sheet must be submitted on
request.
D10.2 : POPD - Requirement No. 2 [6]
Copies of opinion or confirmation by the competent Institutional Data Protection Officer and/or authorization or
notification by the National Data Protection Authority must be submitted (which ever applies according to the Data
Protection Directive (EC Directive 95/46, currently under revision, and the national law). If the position of a Data
Protection Officer is established, their opinion/confirmation that all data collection and processing will be carried
according to EU and national legislation, should be submitted. Justification must be given in case of collection
and/or processing of personal sensitive data. Detailed information must be provided on the procedures that will be
implemented for data collection, storage, protection, retention and destruction and confirmation that they comply
with national and EU legislation. Detailed information on the informed consent procedures that will be implemented
in regard to the collection, storage and protection of personal data must be submitted on request. Templates of the
informed consent forms and information sheet must be submitted. Details on incidental findings policy must be
provided. Copies of ethics approvals for the research with humans must be submitted.
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone number 18

Milestone title

MS1

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS2

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

MS3

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial
and technical).

Lead beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Due Date (in
months)

Means of verification

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period
objectives (Financial and
technical).

1.3.4. WT4 List of milestones
Milestone
number 18

Milestone title

WP number 9

Due Date (in
months) 17

Means of verification

MS1

Check and get
the achievement
of 1st reporting
period objectives
(Financial and
technical).

WP1, WP10,
WP2, WP3,
WP4, WP5,
WP6, WP7,
WP8, WP9

24

Check and get the
achievement of 1st
reporting period objectives
(Financial and technical).

MS2

Check and get
the achievement
of 2nd reporting
period objectives
(Financial and
technical).

WP1, WP10,
WP2, WP3,
WP4, WP5,
WP6, WP7,
WP8, WP9

36

Check and get the
achievement of 2nd
reporting period objectives
(Financial and technical).

MS3

Check and get
the achievement
of final reporting
period objectives
(Financial and
technical).

WP1, WP10,
WP2, WP3,
WP4, WP5,
WP6, WP7,
WP8, WP9

1 - IDP

26

Check and get the
achievement of final
reporting period objectives
(Financial and technical).

MS4

Definition of KPI
and KRI

WP3

7 - VIAS

3

Definition of KPI and KRI

MS5

Characterization of
WP3
pilot cases

7 - VIAS

12

Characterization of pilot
cases

MS6

Data collection of
Real Terminals

WP4

1 - IDP

18

Data collection of Real
Terminals

MS7

Approval of the
7th D design of the
WP4
Virtual Terminals
by WP2 Leader

1 - IDP

18

Approval of the 7th D
design of the Virtual
Terminals by WP2 Leader

MS8

Detailed
briefing of the
implementation
all proposed pilot
innovations

WP4

1 - IDP

18

Detailed briefing of
the implementation all
proposed pilot innovations

MS9

First
demonstration
of the library
of simulation
components

WP5

6 - MAC

15

First demonstration of
the library of simulation
components

MS10

Second
demonstration
of the library
of simulation
components

WP5

6 - MAC

18

Second demonstration of
the library of simulation
components

MS11

Results first case

WP5

6 - MAC

17

Results first case

MS12

Results second
case (month 24)

WP5

6 - MAC

17

Results second case (month
24)

Lead
beneficiary

1 - IDP

1 - IDP
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Milestone
number 18

Milestone title

MS13

Parameters of
BIM virtual
design of terminal
checked against
real terminal
operational and
maintenance
performance

WP5

MS14

Launch of the
external mobility
simulation model

WP6

MS15

Presentation of the
external mobility
assessment of the
WP6
pilot cases in La
Spezia and Melzo
terminals

MS16

Launch of the
interconnection
simulation model
(calibrated and
verified) (26M)

MS17

Presentation of
the conclusions
derived from the
assessment of rail
interconnection
pilot cases

MS18

Presentation of
the conclusions
derived from the
assessment of
the rail network
resilience test

WP7

MS19

Validation of DSS
in real location
(pilot)

WP7

MS20

Reduction on
forecast of
expenditures on
maintenance and
operational costs
reaching set target
metrics

WP8

MS21

Reduction on
environmental
impact forecast
evaluation
reaching set target
metrics

WP8

WP number 9

WP7

WP7

Due Date (in
months) 17

Means of verification

6 - MAC

17

Parameters of BIM
virtual design of terminal
checked against real
terminal operational and
maintenance performance

3 - CENIT

24

Launch of the external
mobility simulation model

30

Presentation of the external
mobility assessment of the
pilot cases in La Spezia and
Melzo terminals

26

Launch of the
interconnection simulation
model (calibrated and
verified) (26M)

32

Presentation of the
conclusions derived from
the assessment of rail
interconnection pilot cases

6 - MAC

34

Presentation of the
conclusions derived from
the assessment of the rail
network resilience test

6 - MAC

32

Validation of DSS in real
location (pilot)

4 - DHL

36

Reduction on forecast
of expenditures on
maintenance and
operational costs reaching
set target metrics

4 - DHL

36

Reduction on environmental
impact forecast evaluation
reaching set target metrics

Lead
beneficiary

3 - CENIT

6 - MAC

6 - MAC
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Milestone
number 18

Milestone title

MS22

M8.1 Signed
agreement between
partners for
WP9
exploitation of the
INTERMODEL
developed tools

WP number 9

Lead
beneficiary

1 - IDP
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Due Date (in
months) 17

Means of verification

36

Signed agreement between
partners for exploitation
of the INTERMODEL
developed tools

1.3.5. WT5 Critical Implementation risks and mitigation actions
Risk number

Description of risk

R1

Major Project cost, more
than initially planned

R2

Bankruptcy of a partner

WP Number

Proposed risk-mitigation
measures

WP1

Agreement for Coverage
with own agreement.
Search of alternative funds
(national-regional funds).

WP1

Involvement of partners
with similar profile. To
apply the provisions of the
Consortium Agreement for
this case.

R3

Intellectual Property. Rights
WP1
(IPR) conflicts

The provisions of the
Consortium Agreement
regarding. The risk Plan
will take into account
the interest of the entire
consortium. Decision
following the structure
project management.

R4

Coordination, coherence
and synchronization
of progress on work
packages. Conflicts.
Milestone slippage.
WP1
Budget overruns. Changes
in personnel involved,
corporate organizations and
consortium partnership

Management structure.
Detailed consortium
agreement. Quality
management plan

Delays of key deliverables
belonging to the critical
route

WP1

In case that a key
deliverable, which is needed
for the implementation
of subsequent work, is
delayed, a provisional
draft will be elaborated.
This draft will contain
the essential information
needed for the performance
of the work depending on it.

WP1

Resource expenditure will
be carefully monitored
throughout the project. If
needed, resources will be
re-distributing effort among
tasks / WPs / Partners. All
participants are prepared to
temporarily commit more
resources to the project, if
required

WP1

The consortium has a
list of creative industries
alternatives interested
in join the project. The

R5

R6

Under resourced Partner/
task/WP

R7

Withdrawal of any creative
industries SMEs members
before their EC grant
agreement signature
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Risk number

Description of risk

WP Number

Proposed risk-mitigation
measures
consortium will seek a
substitution

R8

Partner default

R9

Project estimations are not
as accurate as expected.

WP1

In case of partner default,
the consortium will seek a
substitution, first internally
and then, if needed,
externally, utilizing the
participant's extensive work
networks.

WP1

Rework, check if reduced
accuracy is acceptable to
users, and to the project
scope

R10

General risks involving the
Work Packages

WP1

The risk plan (D8.2) will
establish reasonably risk
assessment points along
the research plan. Work
package leader and task
leader will be informed of
the risk assessment values
for each activity and will in
principle care to solve any
inconvenience inside the
Work Package/Task

R11

Delays in the information
flows target in terminal use
cases

WP2

Re-works. Review the
source of data

R12

Failures in the software
interoperability text

WP2

Test the system. Correction.
Ask for external specialized
assistance

R13

Disagreement in the
decision support

WP2

Apply the consortium
agreement provision Invoke
the general assembly
decision methods

R14

Disagreement among
the partners in the KPI
definition

WP3

Re-work. Apply the
decision method

R15

Difficulties in the
identification of data for
pilot cases

WP3

Reinforce the source and
analysis of data. In depth
study of the successfully
cases. Identification of
academic methodologies

R16

Conflict in the real
Locations identification

WP4

Exhaustive process
for identification and
negotiation of new facilities

R17

Difficulties in the
construction of Build BIM
Models of real locations

WP4

Look for new locations.
Identification of the
difficulties. Technical
improvements definitions
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Risk number

Description of risk

WP Number

Proposed risk-mitigation
measures

R18

Build 7D BIM Models of
Virtual Locations

WP4

Change the system of
virtual locations

R19

Data collection difficulties

WP5

Reinforce the source of
data. Change the method
for data collection. Partners
involved in multiple work
packages must increase
their collaboration /
Technical data surveys will
be designed according to
common criteria between
partners to ensure clarity on
the information required at
this level

R20

Difficulties in the
determination of real cases
for demonstration

WP5

Reinforce the
Communication with key
stakeholders

R21

Failure in the simulation
techniques,

WP5, WP6, WP7

Re work. Analize the causes
of failure. Identification
of new methods/tools for
simulations

R22

Difficulties in calibration
and validations

WP6, WP7

Re-work. Look for external
assistance.

WP7

The functionality of the
system shall also be verified
as well as interfaces,
communications and links
to dependent systems.

WP8

Increase the resources
allocated to the activity. Ask
about new collaboration
schemes.

R23

Failure of system and
interfaces

R24

Delays in the validations
and demonstration at
selected terminals

R25

Transportation and logistics
studies and statistical data
and their implications for
intermodal terminals A
WP8
specific concept/results of
analysis cannot be agreed
upon within the consortium.

Immediately a review
process will be invoked.
The recommendations will
lead to corrective actions.
Apply the CA conclusions
for the decision process

R26

Failures in the integration of
WP8
key results

Reinforce the integration
task. Invoke GA assembly
and involve new end users.
Reinforce the commitment
of responsibles of facilities
for the demonstration
activities

R27

Intellectual Property. Rights
WP9
(IPR) conflicts

The provisions of the
Consortium Agreement
regarding. The risk Plan
will take into account
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Risk number

Description of risk

WP Number

Proposed risk-mitigation
measures
the interest of the entire
consortium. Decision
following the 2.1 project
management.

R28

R29

R30

R31

Dissemination ineffective.

Problems in target groups
involvement

Lack of visibility of project
achievements (scientific
community)

Failure to achieve the
overall objectives

WP9

Extend to wider audience,
different events,
publications, etc.

WP9

Re-work. Identification
of new target groups.
Improvement of the
customized information
sent.

WP9

Additional channels of
dissemination will be
utilized. The novel idea
for optical system is a
good opportunity to make
international publication
in a JCR indexed journal
with elevated impact on
scientific community.

WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5,
WP6, WP7, WP8

The participation of leading
researchers with vast
experience in projects at a
national and international
level will ensure that
the projects goals are
achievable in principle.
Structuring the project
into phases with growing
complexity enables the
identification of possible
future problems and
respective counter measures
at a prior stage. This
represents a core instrument
of risk contingency since
increasing the complexity
of the objectives stepwise will naturally
lead the consortium
towards the barriers of
the proposed technology.
Such barriers that do
not allow an eventual
breakthrough through
the projects activities
do exist. Wherever the
project hits them, there
will be exploitable results
present resulting from the
prior project stages. Thus,
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Risk number

Description of risk

WP Number

Proposed risk-mitigation
measures
complete failure is not
possible.
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1.3.6. WT6 Summary of project effort in person-months
Total Person/Months
per Participant

WP1

WP2

WP3

WP4

WP5

WP6

WP7

WP8

WP9

1 - IDP

9

6

3

34.20

7.40

0

0

5.50

6.80

71.90

2 - FGC

0.40

0

3

1

0

1

1.80

0.20

0.70

8.10

3 - CENIT

0.40

0

4

1

5

14.20

6

0.90

0.70

32.20

4 - DHL

0.40

0

2

3.50

0

0

3

11.90

1

21.80

5 - VTT

1

23

1

3

4

0

0

0

3

35

6 - MAC

0.40

3

0.50

0

33.50

2

11.40

4

1

55.80

7 - VIAS

1

0

2

5

1.70

0

4.50

4.60

0.80

19.60

· CRAIL

0

0

2.50

0

0

0

0

0

WP10

0

0

2.50

8 - BED

0.40

0

1

4

0

0

0

5.60

1

12

9 - CSI

0.40

0

4

2

3

4

5.90

0.50

1

20.80

10 - APSP

0.40

0

2.10

0.20

0

2.30

0.40

0.10

0.50

6

11 - ZNIK

0.40

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.50

4.40

10.30

12 - VIAN

1

14

0

5

1

0

0

0

3

24

13 - BASF

2

0

2

15

0

0

0

4.80

1.80

25.60

0.40

0

1.80

2

1

0

3

2

1

11.20

17.60

46

28.90

75.90

56.60

23.50

36

45.60

26.70

356.80

14 - KIR
Total Person/Months
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1.3.7. WT7 Tentative schedule of project reviews
Review
number 19

Tentative Planned venue
timing
of review

Comments, if any

RV1

18

Brussels

first periodic review

RV2

36

Brussels

Final periodic Review
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Executive Summary
Risk and contingency plan activation reports are elaborated as soon as a risk is activated
which implies the activation of the associated contingency plan.
This documents reports on the activation of Risk 6 “Under resourced Partner/task/WP”,
which has been activated due to an unexpected issue affecting the availability of
resources that DHL could provide for research and reporting tasks.
According to the first version of the risk plan, stated in the DoA “Resource expenditure
will be carefully monitored throughout the project. If needed, resources will be re‐
distributing effort among tasks / WPs / Partners. All participants are prepared to
temporarily commit more resources to the project, if required”; the consortium has
decided to redistribute DHL’s effort related to research and reporting to CENIT, as the
most capable research institution to carry out these tasks among the consortium
partners.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope
This document includes all the information related to the activation of the risk and the
contingency plan, the transfer of effort as agreed by the consortium, and the
identification of new risk which may arise due to the activation of the contingency plan
measures.

1.2 Audience
This is a private document for consortium partners and the EC.
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2 Situation briefing
2.1 Background information
At the beginning of November 2016, Joachim Ritzer, representative of DHL for
INTERMODEL project reported the possible activation of Risk 6 “Under resourced
Partner/task/WP”, due to the critical changes in the business environment occurred
after the approval of the proposal which will require DHL Freight to adjust its
organization. Consequently, this issue could affect the availability of resources that DHL
could provide for research and reporting tasks.
After analyzing the situation communicated by DHL which included several
communications with the project coordinator and with German NCPs, a report
elaborated by DHL was sent to the consortium and discussed during the first online
meeting, held the 12th December 2016 to deal with the situation.

2.2 Description of the situation and complication (extracted from DHL
report)
The business environment has changed and DHL Freight adjust own organization –
Since the development of the INTERMODEL EU proposal the business situation in the
core European road and rail transportation markets has changed. Price pressure in
major European countries, the political situation in Eastern Europe and Middle East
(including sanctions in Russia, political changes in Turkey and military conflicts) as well
as foreign exchange rate changes had negative effects on business performance and
outlook. DHL Freight, the land transportation division of DHL, finds the need to adapt to
these circumstances and is currently undergoing a strategic reorganization. This includes
cost cutting measures as hiring freeze and reduction of resources in central functions.
All our activities and projects have to be assessed regarding their contribution and short‐
to mid‐term potential to improve business performance.
Reorganization of DHL Freight cuts resources for research activities – As a result of the
reorganization the originally foreseen part‐time resources to conduct the research
activities for the work package 8 (functional, economic and environmental analyses) will
not be available anymore. In addition, the DHL Freight global controlling team was
reduced so that remaining resources have to focus on statutory and financial reporting
and cannot take over the research tasks. Although access to required expertise and data
will be unchanged as CFO and CEO office team will arrange contact to business experts
and terminals there is a risk that research, analysis and documentation cannot be
executed continuously and in the outlined way.
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2.3 DHL’s Proposed Solutions (extracted from DHL report)
Option 1 – Utilization of interns for research and documentation tasks: The utilization of
interns would have the advantage that it could be done under the umbrella of DHL and
within the given budget. But as the hiring of resources is restricted and multiple
handovers would have to take place over the duration of the project quality and
continuity cannot be guaranteed. Therefore this option is not favourable and not
recommended.
Option 2a – Support/handover of research tasks to the University Essen/Duisburg: The
University of Essen/Duisburg participates currently in a sister Horizon 2020 project
(North‐South logistics corridor – cross‐Alpes intermodal transport). A fully dedicated
PHD resource of the faculty of Economic Geography works on the related work package.
The same faculty would set up a PHD position which is fully dedicated to the research
tasks of the work package 8 and could be funded by the given budget. Synergies of the
research activities and results of both projects are expected. The handover to the
University of Essen/Duisburg is the preferred and recommended option as the university
has the relevant experience, EC accreditation and can guarantee with a dedicated PHD
resource continuity and quality until the end of the project. Furthermore, its location in
the same region as DHL Freight headquarters facilitates regular and cost efficient
alignment.
Option 2b – Support/handover of research tasks to consortium partner: Alternatively to
option 2a) the research tasks could be handed over to a consortium partner with the
required qualifications and within reasonable distance to align regularly. Advantage
would be that no amendment is necessary. Potential additional costs (e.g. travel costs)
would have to be assessed case by case.

3 Consortium decision
Consortium partners agreed that option 2b would be the best according to the
following:
1. This was the solution foreseen in the initial Risk Plan (DoA).
CENIT is a research institution with all the required qualifications to carry out the
research work. CENIT is a highly skilled and qualified research institution with a
deep background in logistics and terminals operations.
2. Effort transfer between partners requires considerable less administrative effort
than including a new consortium partner.
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4 Redistribution of effort
Task

Transferred DHL Updated
Effort (PM) Effort (PM)
4.4 Optimization of first 7D static KPIs (…)
3
0.5
7.3 Network operational testing in pilot cases
1
0.5
7.4 Network Resilience testing
1
0.5
8.1 Definition and description of functional (…)
2
0.4
8.2 Assessment of current transportation (…)
2
0.5
8.3 Validation and reconciliation of results at (…) 2
1.5
8.4 Integration of the key results
3
0.5
TOTAL TRANSFERRED EFFORT*

CENIT Updated
Effort (PM)
4
2
2
2.3
2.2
2.2
3.2
14 PM

*In the case that organizational changes on the side of DHL require additional research
support from the consortium partners, indicated efforts and budgets can be transferred
to CENIT to mitigate the risk proactively.

5 New identified risks and contingency plans
Risk #

Description of Risk

WP#

Contingency measures

R28

Additional effort will be required by
CENIT (communication effort,
understanding of DHL’s internals,
stays at DHL’s terminals, etc)

4,7,8 The difference of salary between Spain and
Germany would generate a budget surplus
which could cover the additional effort
carried out by CENIT. In this case,
additional budget could be transferred
from DHL to CENIT.

R29

CENIT will require additional budget
for travelling costs.

4,7,8 Travelling costs of the whole consortium
will be carefully monitored to avoid this
situation. If additional budget is needed for
this issue, it will be obtained from:
1) The budget surplus described in
R32
2) The remaining travelling budget
from other partners (reimbursed at
the end of the project).
3) By any other remaining budget
from any partner (reimbursed at
the end of the project).
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4) Assumed by the consortium.
R30

Miscalculation of necessary DHL
remaining effort

4,7,8 The original calculation included three
main categories of effort.
1. Contribution of senior management
and business experts (availability
for interviews, workshops,
reconciliation of assumptions and
results).
2. Research activities, preparation and
conducting workshops, interviews
and terminal visits with senior
management and experts as well as
consolidation of results including
preparation of related papers.
3. Administration and coordination of
work package, alignment with
project coordinator and project
partners, preparation of required
reports and documents.
Effort categories 1 and 3 were planned to
be executed by DHL employees on a part
time or on demand basis (especially senior
management and experts).
Effort category 2 (ca. 75% of total effort
and costs) was planned to be executed by
1‐2 members of the global Finance
organization (e.g. a senior and a junior
controller). The senior person was planned
to work part time on the project (10% of
capacity), the junior person almost in full
time (ca. 90% of capacity).
Effort categories 1 (senior management
and experts) was estimated with ca. 15% of
costs. Effort category 2 (administration and
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coordination) was estimated with 10% of
costs.
If additional budget is needed for the
remaining effort not transferred to CENIT,
it will be obtained from:
1) The budget surplus described in
R32
2) The remaining travelling budget
from other partners (reimbursed at
the end of the project).
3) By any other remaining budget
from any partner (reimbursed at
the end of the project)
4) Assumed by the consortium.

6 DHL Role from now on
DHL key contribution is and was bringing in the business expertise, the private sector
view of a major logistics company, the access to operations of own and partners’
terminals and the provision of data for simulation, if available. All this will be provided
to the core project team by arranging the possibility to discuss and analyze in interviews
or workshops related topics with intermodal experts on management and operational
level (focus on functional, economic or environmental aspects).
Background and relevant expertise: DHL offers services of a European intermodal and
rail network with full access to Road, Air and Ocean transport if required. In addition,
DHL provides intermodal services from China to Europe and vice versa. The intermodal
team of DHL comprises experts, who cover the full transport process from various
perspectives (e.g. operational, financial, environmental view). For the development of a
future oriented, effective and efficient solution for intermodal terminals DHL will bring
in the expert knowledge and experience of state of the art logistics solutions, the
customer view and finally the (economic) view of a private company.
In close collaboration with the CENIT resources who will take over the tasks described
as “effort category 2” (s. above) DHL will support the functional, economic and
environmental analyses required. Alignment meetings on a regular basis (e.g. monthly
on site and bi weekly as conference calls) will be conducted to discuss and reconcile
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results and next steps. On site meetings (e.g. terminal visits) will be held to discuss and
assess specific aspects with local operations experts, if required.

7 CENIT Role from now on
According to the abovementioned context, the role of CENIT in the INTERMODEL EU
Project will be:








CENIT will lead WP6, which major objective is to analyze the impact of
intermodal terminal operations on the performance of the surrounding road
network mobility. This will be evaluated through a traffic simulation model
attached to the BIM model.
CENIT will lead the research activities related to the analysis of the logistical
impact of intermodal facilities (WP8). This kind of facilities have become
increasingly popular as a method of increasing efficiency and decreasing costs
across the entire spectrum of supply chain operations. Therefore, functional,
economic and environmental impact analysis will be assessed in a general
framework by analyzing current transportation and logistics studies and, on the
other hand, by reviewing statistical data and forecasts.
CENIT will also coordinate the validation and integration and results of selected
terminals in collaboration with DHL, which will provide practical experience and
business point of view assessing supply chain operations.
CENIT also will support research activities and will prepare documentation in
which DHL was involved as regards to WP4 and WP7.

In addition, CENIT will take the lead within the project as regards to logistic and
intermodal research activities collaborating with FGC, DHL, CSI, APSP and IDP. CENIT will
also coordinate the research production, that is: papers, conference proceedings, oral
presentations and so on.
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Table 1. Updated Gantt Chart
WP
WP1
Task 1.1
Task 1.2
Task 1.3
Task 1.4
WP2
Task 2.1
Task 2.2
Task 2.3
Task 2.4
Task 2.5
WP3
Task 3.1
Task 3.2
WP4
Task 4.1
Task 4.2
Task 4.3
Task 4.4
WP5
Task 5.1
Task 5.2
Task 5.3
Task 5.4
Task 5.5
Task 5.6
WP6
Task 6.1
Task 6.2
Task 6.3
WP7
Task 7.1
Task 7.2
Task 7.3
Task 7.4
WP8
Task 8.1
Task 8.2
Task 8.3
Task 8.4
WP9
Task 9.1
Task 9.2
Task 9.3
Task 9.4
WP10
D10.1
D10.2

Title
Management
General consortium management
Project meetings
Project reporting
Coordination of the project with the EC
Integrated planning environment and decision support (researct act.)
Information and requirements for terminal use cases
Integrated planning environment architecture and interface specifications
Implementation of integrating ICT environment
Model coordination
Decision support in integrated planning environment
Data & Indicators definitions (research act.)
Definition of KPI and KRI
Setting of pilot cases
BIM Intermodal Terminal (research & innovation act.)
7th D BIM execution plan
Build BIM models of real locations
Build BIM models of virtual locations
Optimisation of first 7D static KPIs & KRIs
Terminals Operational Simulations
Data collection
Ontology and conceptual modelling
Development of the simulation component library
Coupling of simulation model components with overarching architecture
Calibration and validation
Experimentation with real cases
External mobility effects (research act.)
Simulation model setting
Calibration and validation
Assessment of external mobility affectations
Interconnection simulations (research act.)
Building an operational simulation model of 2 pilot terminals
Calibration and validation
Assessment of interconnection pilot cases
Interconnection resilience testing
Functional, economic and environmental analysis
Definition and description of functional, economic and environmental analysis
Assessment of current transportation and logistics studies and statistical data
Validation and reconciliation of results at selected terminals
Integration of the key results
Exploitation, dissemination and communication
IPR protection
Exploitation
Dissemination
Communication
Ethics requirements
H Requirement No.1
PODP ‐ Requirement No. 2

Start
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
12
12
16
1
1
1
4
4
8
8
14
1
1
3
7
7
10
10
6
6
18
24
6
6
18
22
28
4
4
21
25
29
1
1
18
1
1
1

End
36
36
e/6M
e/6M
e/12M
32
9
12
30
24
32
12
3
12
19
7
18
18
19
17
6
9
17
14
14
17
30
18
24
30
32
18
22
32
32
36
28
27
34
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
6
6

Leader
IDP
IDP
IDP
IDP
IDP
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
FGC
FGC
FGC
IDP
VIAN
IDP
IDP
IDP
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
CENIT
MAC
CENIT
CENIT
MAC
MAC
CSI
CSI
MAC
DHL
DHL
DHL
DHL
DHL
IDP
IDP
IDP
ZNIK
ZNIK
IDP
IDP
IDP

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

YEAR 1
M6
M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

M12

M13

M14

M15

M16

M17

YEAR 2
M18 M19

M20

M21

M22

M23

M24

M25

M26

M27

M28

M29

YEAR 3
M30 M31

M32

M33

M34

M35

M36

